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ANALYSIS OF A LIMITING-AMPLITUDE PROBLEM
IN ACOUSTO-ELASTIC INTERACTIONS, I

1. INTRODUCTION

We are concerned here with the correct formulation and the solution of a boundary and interface
problem in elliptic partial differential equations that models the physical setting of certain steady-state,
or time-harmonic, fluid-elastic interactions. Specifically, we consider an elastic shell-like body immersed
in a homogeneous, inviscid fluid of unbounded extent in all directions. The entire continuum is assumed
to be driven by the action of certain known, externally applied sources of energy generating an acoustic
disturbance propagating in the fluid and forces applied to the surface(s) and the bulk of the elastic body.
These sources sustaining the motion are supposed to begin at some instant and thereafter approach harmonic
time-dependence, with a common angular frequency, and we assume that the induced fields of response in
the fluid and elastic media exhibit the same qualitative sort of temporal behavior as the process evolves. We
set the problem of determining the time-harmonic parts of these resultant fields, paying particular attention
to the solution for the field in the fluid and its far-field pattern. To this end, we must first ensure that
we formulate a mathematical model problem having as its unique solution precisely the desired limiting-
amplitude fields and then show how to set up a convergent scheme for their numerical approximation.

Thus, we are examining a simplified version of the problem that must be addressed whenever one wishes
to predict the sound field that is both radiated and scattered by, say, a vibrating metal structure submerged
in an ocean in which there is also propagating an acoustic wave originating from other sources. That is,
the setting described is essentially a first approximation to that prevailing in a broad range of technical
questions of fundamental significance to the Navy, including direct problems of design and inverse problems
of detection. It is evident that a thorough investigation of the solution of the simplified problem posed will
be invaluable as a guide in attacking the study of more realistic models incorporating the effects of spatially
varying fluid properties and the presence of air-fluid and earth-fluid interfaces.

While the developmentt of the subsequent sections are conducted in a systematic manner, to avoid ob-
scuring the basic issues in this introductory section on motivation and orientation we shall be intentionally
rather cavalier vis-a-vis matters of precision and complete speci • '7on of hypotheses. Consider a homoge-
neous and isotropic elastic medium, with Lam6 parameters A > CI A P > 0 and density eo, occupying the
closure ?o of a bounded and (for simplicity) connected open set Q o in R3 . The restrictions specified for
the Lamd parameters are equivalent to the reasonable requirements that Young's modulus be positive and
Poisson's ratio be nonnegative and less than one half. We suppose for now that the boundary r, := (9Qo of
Q, is "smooth," and denote by n. the normal field of unit magnitude on F, that is "directed into the exterior
of Q,." The complement R 3 \ ?j, which need not be connected, is decomposed into its open connected coin-

ponents and written as Q+ U Q-, with Q+ representing the single unbounded component and Q._ denoting
the union of' ,t. (finite number of) bounded components. In case Q._ is the empty set, or, as wc prefer to
say here (for a reason that will soon bc apparent), "absent," one should make the obvious adjustments in
the reasoning. We write F_ := aQ_ and F+ := an+, so that [o L- lb Ii F+. and indicate by n- and n+ the
restrictions of n, to I'- and r+, respectively. A homogeneous fluid is supposed to fill Q+; while this fluid
is modeled as inviscid, it is assumed that. it. may possess some mechanism for internal damping, so that the
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ALLAN G. DALLAS

propagation of small disturbances in the fluid is governed by the "damped" wave equation. The density of
the quiescent fluid is designated by o+, its characteristic phase speed of small disturbances by c+, and the
damping constant by -y+, with 7+ > 0. Actually, we shall carry along the hypothesis that -t+ can take on
certain complex values by supposing that

7+ E { z E C I either z = 0 or Rez> 0,

although an appropriate physical interpretation is not clear when Im-y+ # 0. The set Q_, accounting for
any "cavities" within the elastic medium, is taken as evacuated (i.e., containing no material); if some other
continuum were postulated to lie in Ql_, there would be introduced certain additional complexities that we
wish to avoid in the present exposition.

Prior to some time to, say, to = 0, we suppose that the system rests in a state of equilibrium in which
the pressure in the fluid has the constant value po throughout f+ and no body-force field is applied to any
portion of either medium. Then, reckoned relative to the in vacuo position of the elastic body, the static,
or quiescent, elastic displacement field Uo : -- R 3 satisfies

,, Uo 0 , in D'o,(1)

Tn+[Uo] = -port+, on r+, (1.2)

and

T n - [U0] = 0, on r- (1.3)

(conditions serving to characterize UO only to within an added rigid-displacement field). Here, the operator
W. *is given by

A*,: -tjcurl curl + (A + 2p)grad div;

in terms of the Cartesian components (Ui1) of a vector-valued field U, the Cartesian components of A*, UA!
then appear as

WAU =.PAUj + (A +.U)Uk,j,

with A := div grad denoting the Laplacian (acting on scalar fields) and a comma signifying partial differ-
entiation with respect to the Cartesian coordinates indicated by the following subscripts. Here and in the
sequel, the conventions of the index notation are in force, with the range of all free and summed indices to
be understood as {1,2, 31. By introducing the (Cartesian components of the) strain tensor corresponding to
a field U in £2o according to

ejk[U] := I(Vj,k + Uk,j) (1.4)

and, in turn, the (Cartesian components of the) stress tensor generated by U as

Gjk[U] := Ae,[U]6 jk + 2pejk[U], (1.5)

5,k being the Kronecker symbol, the traction field Tn°[U] induced by U on Fo is defined as having the
Cartesian components given by

(Tn°[U])j := oj1 [U]1r.nok, (1.6)

(no,, no2, no3) denoting Cartesian components of no, when the traces ojk[UIlr ° exist in an appropriate sense.
Recall that T"°'U] represents physically the tractions exerted on the elastic material in Po by agents lying
outside that set. In (1.2) and (1.3) we have indicated by Tn+[Uo] and T- [U0 ] the restrictions of Tn[Uo]
Lo F+ and to r-, respectively.
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Subsequent to the time to = 0, we assume that various externally impressed disturbing agents begin
smoothly to act on, and in a neighborhood of, the elastic body, viz., tractions applied to both the vacuum-
elastic boundary r- and the fluid-elastic interface r+, a body-force field within Q, and an "incident field"
propagating in the fluid contained in Q+. Henceforth, we shall consider all scalar fields as C-valued (C
denoting the complex numbers), all vector fields as C 3-valued; the corresponding fields of physical significance
are then to be obtained by taking the real parts (when y+ is real). Points of R4 we write in the form (x, X4 ),
with x = (x 1 , X2, X3 ) E R3 and X4 E R; the operators curl, grad, and div, when applied to appropriate
fields defined on a cylinder such as Q,, x R in R 4, shall be interpreted as acting in the "spatial variables"
only. Thus, we are given vector-valued fields T : F, x R - C3 and F0 : Qf, x R - C', smooth in their
fourth arguments, and satisfying T,(-,t) = 0 on F and Fo(.,t) = 0 in Q,, for t < 0. Consistently, as we
have done for n, and Tn°[Uo], when fo is some (scalar- or vector-valued) field on F, we shall denote by
f- and f+ its restrictions to F and F+, respectively, i.e., f+ := f0 1F+, the notation gIF being reserved
throughout to indicate the restriction of the function g to the subset F of its domain. Thus, we write, e.g.,
T_(.,t) := T0 (.,t)lF_ and T+(.,t) := T0 (.,t)lF+. To describe the fluid incident field, we suppose that
there is specified an open subset Q' of R 3 containing the elastic body along with its cavities, i.e., containing
Q_ U 2,,, and a smooth scalar field ' : Q' x R -- C, the velocity potential of a disturbance that would
propagate in f2' if no elastic medium were present and the fluid were to fill all of 2'. Then 4' is to satisfy
V(., t) = 0 in Q2' whenever t < 0 and

LAD + L + 27 '44 = 0, in Q' x R. (1.7)
2 c+

We are implying here that any "sources" sustaining the disturbance represented by ' are situated outside
Q' (and so, in particular, outside the elastic medium). In terms of this velocity potential, the incident
particle-velocity field V' and the incident acoustic, or excess, pressure field P' are defined in Q' x R by

1
V' := -- grad VI (1.8)

(again, with the gradient operator acting in the spatial variables alone), and

P' = ,4 + 7+4'; (1.9)

we shall use the corresponding rules of calculation when defining the velocity and pressure fields induced in
the fluid by any other velocity potential, as well.

In the full space-time formulation, for the determination of the resultant motion of the entire continuum
in response to these specified disturbances, we would then wish to find a vector (elastic-displacement) field
U : Q,, x R -- C3 and a scalar (fluid-velocity-potential) field D :Q+ x R -- C satisfying, in an appropriate
sense, the hyperbolic partial differential equations

A,7+ 
1

A+ 1 0, in Q+ x R, (1.10)

C+ C+

and

-A*,U + =U,44  F., in 2,, x R, (1.11)

the initial conditions

for t < 0, (1.12)
U(.,t) = 0 in f2. }

3
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the interface conditions

ot,+ + e+U,4 Jr+ 'n+ on r+ x R, (1.13)

Tn+[U] + (,.41r+ + Y+4 ) r+)n+ = T+ - (4 jr+ + t+Vj'ir+)1+,

and the boundary condition

T -[U] = T-, on r_ x R. (1.14)

Here, (')Ir+ denotes a trace, and ('),n+ denotes a normal derivative on r+ (taken with respect to the spatial
variables at a fixed time), while a. b := akbk for elements a = (al, a 2, a3) and b = (bl, b2 , b3 ) of C3 . The
equalities in (1.10) through (1.14) result upon first setting down the conditions to be fulfilled by the state of
the medium when the elastic-displacement field is calculated relative to the in vacuo position of the elastic
body and then employing (1.1) through (1.3) to remove the appearance of the state of prestress induced
by the constant pressure po. Thus, U represents the perturbation-displacement field of the elastic medium,
taken relative to its quiescent position of equilibrium at times preceding to, the displacements relative to
its in vacuo position being given by U + U0 , with U0 as described above. The velocity potential 4 has no
intrinsic physical interpretation when V)' is nonzero. Rather, it is the sum 4D + ' in (Q1+ n 0') x R that
describes the disturbance propagating in the fluid (the state of the fluid being obtained by superposition of
this perturbation onto the quiescent state with constant pressure p0); when there are neither tractions T,
impressed upon ro, nor a body force Fo acting in QL,, it is customary to refer to 4) as the velocity potential
of the "scattered field" corresponding to the incident-field velocity potential V. The fulfilment of the first
of conditions (1.13) ensures the continuity of the normal component of the continuum velocity on r+ (which
is the most that can be demanded, in view of the inviscid nature of the fluid), while the satisfaction of the
second condition in (1.13) provides for the continuity of the continuum tractions on r+. Of course, with
a x b denoting the vector product of a and b in C3, from (1.13) we have

n+ x T"+[U ] = n+ x T+, on r+ x R,

so that the tangential component of T"+ [U] on r+ vanishes if T+ is a normal field on r+; this result is also

due to the inviscidity of the fluid.

Now, to pose the problem of present interest, let us consider the special circumstance in which the
impressed traction and body-force fields asymptotically approach harmonic time-dependence, of angular
frequency w > 0, on the respective spatial parts of their domains of definition as t , co, while the fluid-
incident-field velocity potential displays such behavior in a neighborhood of 2_ U fo. In such a case, we can
write

T 0(.,t)=Tr(.,t) + to(.)e- iW on r. for t E R, (1.15)

Fo(., t) = F'(., t) + fo(.)e- "w in 0o for t E R, (1.16)

and

4 '(.,t)= '(.,t) + p'(.)e - " in !2' for t E R, (1.17)

wherein 9- U?! C (2' C 2', and the functions T'(., t), F'(., t), and V'(-, t), along with sufficiently many of
their derivatives, vanish on their respective domains in the limit as t - _,o, while t,, f., and o' are certain

known (spatially dependent) complex amplitudes. Again, we write T(., t) := T'(., 1)11± an(d t± to11+.
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Then, from (1.7), under appropriate conditions of transience of this sort for V' and of smoothness for ',

the latter function must satisfy

Alo, + (w(w + i7 +)) ' = 0 in f2',

or

At P' +r2 = 0 in Y, (1.18)

in which

+w(w iy(+)

Here and throughout, (.)1/2 x,/( denotes the principal branch of the square-root function: when z is real
and nonnegative, z 1/2 is the nonnegative square root of z, and then, in general, z 1/2 : Izl 1 2 exp(i arg z/2),
with arg z E (-ir, ir] indicating the principal argument of z E C. Thus, K+(w; c+, 0) = w/c+. If Re-y+ > 0,
then the principal argument of w(W + i7y+)/c2+ lies in (0, r), since

w(w + iy+) = w(w - Im-y+) + iwRe-y+,

and so its principal square root K+(w; c+, y+) has positive real and imaginary parts. Explicitly, setting

Re -+ if (w -Im 7+) 0 0,

we find that

+ P; C+ w(w-Im+) 1 + [1 + R+ + + 1 R 12
C+ V 2 {I 1 + R+' 2 '/

if (w - Im7+) > 0, (1.20),

1 w(I1m+-w) -R+ + ifl + [I + R2]1/2}1/2
2+ 2{;+ [1 + R2]/ 2}1/ 2  +

if (w - Imy+) < 0, (1.20)2

and

++(); c+,7+ 0 + ,)URey7+ if (w -Imy+) = 0. (1.20)3c+ V¥.,

In view of (1.8) and (1.9), V' and P' then have in !2' x R the same form of a time-transient superimposed
upon a time-harmonic contribution, the complex amplitude of the latter deriving from p': for every t, in f
we have

V t (., t) = - -grad (Dr(., t) - Igrad (p'(.)e- i wt
60+ 40+

and

P'(., t) = ',(., t) + + '" (., f) + (-, - iw ,'(.)e- i Ut.

5
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Pursuant to these hypotheses, and supposing that there exists a corresponding unique pair (U, 4) satisfying
(1.10) through (1.14), we further make the fundamental assumption that the latter functions have the forms

U(.,t) = U'(., t) + u(.)e - "* in o for t E R (1.21)

and

4(., t) = V(., t) + i-i' t in Q+ for t E R, (1.22)

wherein U r and (V) are "sufficiently weak transients," i.e., vanish, along with certain of their derivatives,
in a sufficiently strong sense as t -* oo. In this setting, our objective is the determination of the assumed-
to-exist "complex limiting amplitudes" u in Q.o and o in Q +; in particular, we wish first to formulate a
boundary and interface problem for elliptic partial differential equations in 0, U Q+ that completely and
directly characterizes the latter spatially dependent fields, to determine when this problem is well-posed in a
reasonable sense, and subsequently to show how one can construct sequences of approximations converging
in a useful manner to the solution (when the problem is well-posed). As a preview, we note at this point
that the desire to account for the effect of driving fields such as T. and F. introduces into the correct
formulation of the problem governing the steady-state behavior peculiar features that are not of concern
when it is supposed that only a fluid-incident-field velocity potential ' is present to sustain the motion.
For example, one would hope tht the data of the correct steady-state problem comprise merely the limiting
amplitudes t0 , fo, and jo', along with the angular frequency w, the underlying geometry, and the material
(constitutive) parameters, i.e., that the limiting amplitudes u and ip can be characterized without knowledge
of the transients T', F', and 4," acting during the evolution from the quiescent state. Perhaps surprisingly,
this is evidently not the case; in general, one must know T' and F', although 4V ' is not required. We shall
return to this matter shortly.

It is necessary to proceed through the examination of the original space-time formulation to identify
the correct time-independent problem to be studied for the determination of the limiting amplitudes of the
response, essentially because there is a possible loss of the unique-solution property in a too-naive passage
from the evolution problem to the time-harmonic setting. One must retain the unique-solution property in
such a way as to force the solution of the steady-state problem to provide precisely the limiting amplitudes
sought; when this is done, we naturally refer to the resultant formulation as a limiting-amplitude problem.
But this difficulty is not of an unfamiliar sort. Indeed, the situation is analogous to that obtaining in the
simpler case of acoustic radiation or scattering in the exterior of, say, a rigid body, wherein the Sommerfeld
radiation condition (cf. (1.34), infra) is the appropriate requirement to be imposed for the purpose of picking
out, from among all solutions of the Helmholtz equation in Q+ that possess the required Neumann (normal-
derivative) data on r+, precisely that function that represents the amplitude of the time-harmonic motion
asymptotically approached from the quiescent state. Thus, the Sommerfeld condition can be referred to as the
"(exterior) limiting-amplitude condition" for that case. One should consult in this regard the fundamental
work of Wilcox [1) for the developments pertinent to that more familiar setting. The present problem is
more complex, requiring an "interior limiting-amplitude condition," as well as an exterior one. Indeed, by
merely setting down the necessary conditions on u and 'p that evidently result from (1.10), (1.11), (143),
and (1.14) in consequence of the (sufficiently regular) assumed forms, one arrives at the following collection
of requirements (cf., also, Theorem 5.1 and the remarks following the proof of Theorem 5.2, infra):

A O + K. = 0, in Q/+, (1.23)

A* ,u + 'ow 2U -f , in , (1.24)

Vn+ - ie+wulr+ } n+ = on r+, (1.25)
Tn+[u] + (-t+ - iw)'p1r+n+ = t+ - (-t+ - iw) 'pjr+n+,

6
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and
T -[u] =t, on r-. (.6

However, one can already see that this problem need not be well posed, in parti-ular, need not possess at
most one solution. For example, suppose that there is a nontrivial field u, :, --* C' such that

, + 2ow U. = 0, in Q0, (1.27)

with

u,,+.n+ = 0, on r+, (1.28)

and

T- [u< = 0, on Fo. (1.29)

Then, obviously, the nontrivial pair (u = u,, p = 0) satisfies (1.23) and the homogeneous versions of (1.24)
through (1.26). In fact, for certain domains f2o and frequencies w, there do exist nontrivial u, satisfying
(1.27) through (1.29). When Q.o is a ball (so Q_ is absent) or a spherical annulus (so Q._ is a ball), such fields
can be constructed by means of separation-of-variables; cf. Love [2] for the former case. The eigenfunctions
u, in question for either of these spherical geometries correspond to vibrations in which the particles of
the body move on spheres concentric with the boundary. Some of these motions are "purely rotatory,"
with all particles oscillating along arcs of circles lying in planes normal to, and having centers on, a single
axis passing through the center of the body; it is reasonable to anticipate that modes of this simple type
can be supported by any body of revolution, although we have not yet worked through the analysis of the
pertinent eigenvalue problem. For other classically familiar geometries in which separation-of-variables-type
arguments are applicable, see Ref. 3, from which the appropriate computations can be constructed on the
basis of a reformulation of the eigenvalue problem governing the purely rotatory modes for a certain class of
shapes of revolution. For example, Ref. 3 provides some of the details necessary in the study of this problem
for ellipsoids of revolution. It would be very useful to prove (as intuition suggests) that the class of bodies
of revolution is precisely the collection of domains 9,, for which such nontrivial eigenfunctions can exist,
since the entire development that we shall give is much simplified when it is known that fields of this type
cannot be supported by the particular Qo under consideration. In the absence of such a proof, and since, in
any event, we wish to establish results that shall be valid for the important class of bodies of revolution, we
shall proceed under the assumption that there may be nontrivial u, satisfying (1.27) through (1.29) for the
chosen Q,, and w. Such a field u, can be termed the "complex amplitude of a nonradiating mode," since the
corresponding elastic-displacement field U, given by

U (-,t) := u(.)e- i t  in fQo for t E R (1.30)

then churns about in the elastic medium in R, but has no effect on the inviscid fluid; it is completely
uncoupled from the fluid at the interface F, and so, in particular, in,'uces no outward radiation of acoustic
energy. No measurement made in the fluid will serve to detect its presence in the elastic body.

Conceivably, there are more complex situations in which (1.23) through (1.26) do not suffice to determine
at most one pair (u, s,). To see how such a situation might come about, let us suppose that 0, is, say, a
Lipschitz domain with, for simplicity, QL_ absent (so F,, = r+), and the positive w is such that the second
fundamental boundary-value problem of steady-state elastic vibrations of angular frequency w for Qo, A, p,
and Vo is uniquely solvable in a strong sense for any boundary data chosen from some linear space Hi(Ir+) of
C3 -valued functions defined almost everywhere (a.e.) on F.+. Thus, we assume that whenever t E H(F+),
there exists a unique corresponding field ut in the Sobolev space H 2(Qo) := H2(fo)3 satisfying

Axut + 00W2ut = 0 a.e. in Qo (1.31)

7
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and
T"°[ut] = t a.e. on r+, (1.32)

the latter condition being fulfilled in the Sobolev-trace sense; for more on the notations H 2(Qo), etc.,
and terminology being used here, cf. §2, infra. Note that IH(r+) must lie in the fractional-order Sobolev
space H2(r+) := H2(r+)3 associated with the boundary r+. Parenthetically we note that, by interior
elliptic-regularity results, each ut must have real-analytic real and imaginary parts, and so (1.31) is actually
satisfied at each point of Q. The trace utlr+ is then automatically determined as an element of H2(r+) by
t, so that there is defined, as a result of the assumed strong unique solvability, an injective linear operator

H : (r+) - H (r+):

Bt := utIr+ (= B T"+[ut]) whenever t E H(F+).

Now suppose that there exists a nontrivial function ( E C 2(f2+) that possesses, in some reasonable sense, a
trace 01[r+ and a normal derivative 0,. in the Lebesgue space L2 (P+) (e.g., suppose that is in H2o(i+),

and interpret the trace and normal derivative in the Sobolev sense), with O'Ir+n+ E HI(r+), and is a solution
of a nonlinear and nonlocal eigenvalue problem for -A in Q'+, specifically, that it satisfies

A0 + K2 .0 = O, in Q+,

along with the homogeneous (nonlocal) boundary condition

+n+ + B(0b'r+n+) = 0. (1.33)

Then, taking ii := ui, wherein t -(y+ - iw)(Ir+n+, we obtain a nontrivial pair (i, 0) satisfying (1.23)
and the homogeneous versions of (1.24) through (1.26), as can be checked. One would expect that this sort
of eventuality could be ruled out with the additional imposition of the Sommerfeld condition. We remark
that, a generalized exterior Robin problem for (1.23) and a boundary condition of a form corresponding
to the nonhomogeneous version of (1.33) is studied in Refs. 4 and 5 (Ref. 5 being a revised and somewhat
amplified version of Ref. 4), under certain restrictions on the operator appearing in the boundary condition.
In that case, it is found that the Sommerfeld condition does serve to prohibit the existence of a nontrivial
eigenfunction of the sort that we have just described.

At any rate, it is evident that some conditions augmenting (1.23) through (1.26) are wanted before there
is a chance that the resultant problem will be well posed. Keeping in mind the hypothesized origin of the
fields being sought here, we should demand that these additional requirements also follow from the original
initial-value problem, as conditions necessarily fulfilled by assumed-to-exist complex limiting amplitudes of
the elastic and fluid perturbation fields; cf. the assumptions on the forms in (1.21) and (1.22). To see more
specifically what is involved, let us formulate two requirements that we might consider imposing in addition
to (1.23) through (1.26), viz., for the exterior field, the Sommerfeld radiation condition,

lim r{e. grad p(re) - iK+ p(re)} = 0 uniformly for 6 E S1 , (1.34)

with S' denoting the boundary of the unit ball in R 3 , and, for the interior field, the orthogonality condition

u ii, dA3 = 0 for every u, satisfying (1.27) through (1.29), (1.35)
no

an overbar signifying complex conjugation and A3 denoting the Lebesgue measure on R3; the precise sense(s)

in which (1.27) through (1.29) are to be satisfied in (1.35) (and in (1.36), infra) shall be specified later. Now,
one can show, as we shall in §2, that the problem of finding a pair (u,V) satisfying (1.23) through (1.26),

(1.34), and (1.35) can have at most one solution in a reasonably large class of pairs, each comprising an

8
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interior vector field and an exterior scalar field. But this is not sufficient to fulfill our stated objective;
we must also decide whether (1.34) and (1.35) are limiting-amplitude conditions, i.e., whether they are
necessarily satisfied by our hypothesized complex limiting amplitudes figuring in the time-harmonic states
approached by fields evolving from a quiescent state under the influence of driving agents as in (1.15) through
(1.17). In fact, (1.35) does r- in general meet this criterion. Rather, evidently one should require that

fu. dAaz =± j {J T'(-,s). iwrdAr. + F-(.,s). iUw da3 e" ds

for every u,, satisfying (1.27) through (1.29). (1.36)

One of the goals of this report is to supply motivation for the claim that (1.34) and (1.36) are, respectively,
the correct exterior and interior limiting-amplitude conditions to be imposed, by proving that they must
obtain at least under sufficiently strong hypotheses concerning the transients in (1.15) through (1.17), (1.21),
and (1.22). Once this has been established, (1.36) will imply that the interior limiting amplitude u is not
independent of the particular manners by which asymptotic approaches to steady-state evolve under the
influence of various T, and F. differing only in their transient parts. The reason for this circumstance
resides in the fact that the transient parts of T. and F0 , while dying away, nevertheless may leave a vestige
of their action by inducing a nonzero L2 (Qo)'-orthogona projection of the resultant limiting amplitude
u onto the subspace of solutions of (1.27) through (1.29), and different transient components may induce
different projections. It is trivial to see that this is so for the case in which T0 = 0 and F, = F' 5 0. While
the proof of the assertion in the case T, = T' 0 0 and F. = 0 requires much more work, we choose not to
provide the reasoning in the present report.

There is an additional consideration necessitated by the presence of the forcing tractions T. and body
force F.. We describe this by making some remarks that shall remain for the present in the nature of a
plausible conjecture, since we shall not prove them here. Consider for a moment the driving of the elastic
body in Q, but in vacuo, from a quiescent state by means of (bounded!) applied tractions and body
force as in (1.15) and (1.16): in this case, when w has any one of an infinite, discrete set of positive values
corresponding to the eigenvalues of the traction problem for -A*, in fQ., a "resonancc" must be expected,
i.e., one or more of the pertinent cigenmodes will be excited and the displacement response of the body will
not be bounded in 0, x (0, oo), so certainly a time-harmonic state will not be approached asymptotically.
Now, when the elastic body is surrounded by fluid, evidently the situation with regard to possible resonances
is significantly altered, for one would expect that the fluid acts as an energy sink into which the body suffers
losses by working at the interface. Consequently, even when w corresponds to one of tne eigenvalues just
specified, it can be anticipated that the tendency to resonate owing to excitement of a traction eigenmode
will be suppressed to the extent that the response will remain bounded unless the body possesses such a
mode that can exchange no energy with the fluid, w corresponds to the eigenvalue for that mode, and t,
and f. fail to satisfy a certain orthogonality condition relative to that mode. When, as in our case, the
fluid is inviscid, the special eigenfunctions in question are just those (nontrivial) u, satisfying (1.27) through
(1.29) for some w > 0. Formal computations based on Laplace transformation indicate that a condition on
t. and f. that is necessary and sufficient to ensure that no resonance be induced by excitement of any such
(nonradiating) mode appears as

I to. r. dAr + _ f. i, dA3 = 0 for every u, satisfying (1.27) through (1.29). (1.37)

On the other hand, it is also easy to use certain integral identities to show that (1.37) is necessary for the
existence of a solution to the problem generated by (1.23) through (1.26), (1.34), and (1.36), while the same
condition will appear naturally in the development of the existence assertion of §4. Observe that (1.37) is
automatically fulfilled (and (1.36) reduces to (1.35)) when the only forcing agent in the problem is the fluid

i iI II I I9
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incident field. While the conjectures in this discussion probably cannot be substantiated unless the domain
Q.o satisfies some additional requirements on its shape, they provide an heuristic basis for anticipating the
need for (1.37).

As we proceed, it becomes clear that it would be of great assistance to have knowledge of conditions
on the shape of Q,, sufficient to guarantee that, for the given w > 0, there can exist no nontrivial fields of
the sort that we have termed "complex amplitudes of nonradiating modes" for Q, and w, those very special
(eigen)functions u, satisfying (1.27) through (1.29). For, when we are certain that such fields do exist or
when we lack any separate assertion of their nonexistence, we must deal at every step of the analysis with
their presence or, respectively, possible presence, an aspect significantly complicating matters. In particular,
this is true in the numerical work, since it turns out that if one wants to approximate both the elastic field
u and the acoustic field j, satisfying (1.23) through (1.26), (1.34), and (1.36) (when such a pair exists), then
complete information concerning the solutions of the problem embodied in (1.27) through (1.29) is required.
However, we also wish to show that if one is content with the approximate calculation of the fluid field alone,
then one can make do with very meager information about the latter problem.

To sum up, our aim is threefold:

1. We wish to establish the unique solvability of the problem generated by (1.23) through (1.26), (1.34),
(1.36), and (1.37), in a weak sense to be specified.

2. We intend to show how the Galerkin method can be used to construct a convergent sequence of approx-
imations for the unique solution of the problem just cited above, provided that one "knows all about"
both the exterior Neumann problem for the Helmholtz equation (1.23) with the Sommerfeld condition

(1.34) and the collection of solutions of the problem (1.27) through (1.29). Also, we want to verify that
the acoustic part of the solution can be approximated without explicit knowledge of the latter family of
functions.

3. We wish to prove that, under sufficiently strong hypotheses concerning the assumed asymptotic approach
to steady-state, (1.34) and (1.36) are properties of the complex amplitudes u and O in the assumed forms
(1.21) and (1.22) of the solution (U,fl) of (1.10) through (1.14), with forcing data having the forms
appearing in (1.15) through (1.17). The results here are less than satisfactory, in that they provide only
a "plausibility argument," on the basis of which we are motivated to suspect strongly that (1.34) and
(1.36) are genuine limiting-amplitude conditions.

We shall carry out the analysis in this same order. Thus, in §2 we shall reduce the study of the original
interior-exterior problem to the examination of a purely interior problem (in Q.), while giving strong and
weak formulations for both the original and the purely interior problems. Subsequently, we shall restrict
our attention to the weak problems, deferring to a future report a discussion of regularity results for the
weak solutions, in particular, postponing the specification of conditions sufficient to guarantee that a weak
solution is a strong, or - . a classical, solution. The abstract results that we need for the analysis of
the weak purely interi. -, ')lem are presented in §3. There, we base our approach on developments of
Hildebrandt and Wienl.oi,.z L61 generalizing the Lax-Milgram Lemma, that we either take over entirely or
modify to suit our own purp-- , In particular, an evidently new result is given in Theorem 3.3, identifying
a simple sufficient co lition inder which the Galerkin procedure can be directly applied to a variational
problem with an indefinite sesquilinear form appearing as a perturbation of a definite form by a compact
one. This machinery is applied in §4 to accomplish the first two aims listed above. In §5 we undertake to

provide the promised motivation for accepting (1.34) and (1.36) as limiting-aniplitude conditions. Finally,

the proofs of two auxiliary results used in §5 are given in the Appendix.

10
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2. STRONG FORMULATION; DERIVATION OF THE PURELY INTERIOR PROBLEM

AND WEAK FORMULATIONS

Following a description of the basic notations tu be used throughout, we proceed directly in this section

to the formulations and reformulations of the problem represented by (1.23) through (1.26), (1.34), and

(1.36). The plan consists in the use of certain facts about the Neumann problem for the Helmholtz equation

in Q2+ to reduce the original interface problem to one involving only the elastic field u in 9,,, with subsequent

construction of the fluid field W in Q+ from u.

We adhere to the standard notations for the usual spaces of complex functions on subsets of RN

(N> 2). Thus, C 0 (F) = C(F) indicates the complex-linear space of continuous C-valued maps defined on

F C RN. Let 0 be open in RN; for a positive integer k, Ck(Ql) is the linear manifold of all elements of C(Q)

having all partial derivatives of orders less than or equal to k also belonging to C(Q). When f E Ck(Q2 ),

in addition to the notation fq, we may also indicate partial derivatives of f in an obvious manner as f,,

wherein a = (al .... , aN) is an N-index of order a := a 1 + .. . + a N < k. The elements of Ck(Q) having

supports compact and contained in Q is the linear manifold denoted by Co'(Q). The members of C(n) are

those functions that lie in Ck(Q) and are, along with all of their partial derivatives, bounded and uniformly

continuous (and so possess, with all of their partial derivatives, continuous extensions to ?i); Ck(?) is a

Banach space under the usual norm, given by

IlfIICk(fl) := max sup If,.(x)l.o5lal<_ X~n

In turn, for a number v with 0 < v, < 1, CkI(Q) is the linear manifold in Ck(Q) comprising those functions

that are, along with all of their partial derivatives, uniformly v-Holder continuous in Q ; provided with the

norm given by

Ilf Ick,(i) := Ilf1c,(?) + rmax sup If,.,(x)- f,.(Y)l
0<1l:l<5 X,Y~n Ix - y[

Ckb,(? ") is a Banach space. The spaces C (Q2), C (Q), and C'( ") are defined as the intersections of,

respectively, all Ck(Q), Cok(Q), and Ck(f), for k = 1, 2,3,....

Whenever X is a measure space, with positive measure m, L 2(X) is the collection of all (equivalence

classes of) complex m-measurable functions f defined m-a.e. on X with fX If 12 dm < oo; in this setting,

L 2 (X) is equipped with the inner product (., ")2 (X)'

(f, g) L(X) :=  fg 'dm for f,g E L 2 (X),

under which it is a Hilbert space. The Lebesgue measure on RN shall be denoted by AN.

Concerning regularity hypotheses for a bounded and connected open subset Cl of R 3 , we use the defini-

tions of Ne~as [7]. Corresponding to a positive a, let Sa denote the open square (-a, a) x (-a, a) in R 2.By

an affine isometry of R 3, we mean a function x - Lx = x, + Lox on R 3, with X, E R 3 and L, : R 3 - R3

a linear isometry. Now, let k be either a nonnegative integer or o; Cl is said to be of type R provided there

exist positive numbers a and b, a positive integer n, a collection If,)"=, of real-valued functions contained

in Ck(Sa), and a family {L,)'. of surjective affine isometries of R 3 such that

11
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(a) for 1 - 1,... ,n, L, maps the graph {f1 } of f, into &f2, the set

{ (XI,x2,X3) I (X1,X 2) E ., f(zI,X2 ) < X3 < fj(X 1 ,X2) + b }
into Q2, and the set

{ (XI,X2,X3) { (Xi,X 2) E 3., f(X1, X2) - b < x3 < f(X1,X 2 )}

into R3

and
(b) &2" =- Un I Li(Gff}).

Further, if these conditions are fulfilled and the family fl}- is in Ck,"() for some number v E (0,1,

then 2 is said to be of type R'-'. Bounded and connected open sets of type R",1 are also termed Lipschitz
domains. For the definition of the Lebesgue measure (induced by A3 ) on the boundary 8(2 of a Lipschitz
domain Q, cf. Ref. 7, §3.1.1 or Ref. 8, §1.1; we shall denote this measure by A.., and its restriction to the
measurable subsets of a measurable subset F of O( by Ar. For such Q2, the unit exterior normal field n
exists Aan-a.e. on ffl, with Cartesian components A,,-measurable (and bounded); by "exterior," of course
we mean here that, whenever a normal is defined at x E 8(2, the inclusion x + sn(x) E R3 \ ( obtains for
all sufficiently small positive s. Explicitly, suppose that x E 0aQ is such that for some I E {1,..., n} and
(il, i 2 ) E S. we have x = L, (-il, i 2 , f(il, i 2)): then, provided that fl,l( 1, i2) and f,, 2(.i, x2 ) exist, n(x)
exists and can be computed from

n(x) = LIo (1 il (0 il, -i2%

wherein LtO is the surjective linear isometry associated with LI, and (in Cartesian components)

ni ( l, i) := - (fl,i(-il, i2), f4,2(-il, -i), -1)
{f I [fl, I(-i1 , i2 )]2 + [1 12 ("1 , i)11/

is the appropriate unit normal to the graph of fj at the point (.i, i2, fi(l, -i2 )).

For the definitions and properties of the various Sobolev spaces, we rely on Neaas [7]; cf., also, Adams [9],
wherein certain of the results are to be found. Returning to the case in which Q is open in RN, for a positive
integer k the corresponding Sobolev space Hk((2) (_ W- k)( ) in Ref. 7, Wk2(fl) in Ref. 9) is the set of
all elements of H°((2) := L2 (Q) for which all weak (distributional) derivatives cf orders less than or equal to
k exist and belong to L2 (Q); we extend the notations fj, f,, to indicate the weak derivatives of an element
f E Hk(Q!). Defining an inner product on Hk(Q2) by

(fg)uk(n) := 1: (aga)L,(n) for f,g E H(p),
O<jal<k

H*(P) becomes a Hilbert space. The definition of Hk(Q) is extended to encompass nonintegral values
of k > 0 as in Ref. 7, §2.3.8, in a well-known manner, by using the approach of S. L. Slobodetskii and
N. Aronszajn; such spaces are needed here for the definition of the fractional-order Sobolev spaces on 9Q2,
infra. Thus, when s ir positive d nonintegral, with [s] denoting the greatest integer not exceeding s, one
sets

IIIIU12n.I.n) + IX _ U' (Y)[12 dAN(x) dAN(Y)

H X IoI=[sl[] ()

for those u E tt[](Q) for which the integrals appearing on the right are all finite; the resultant complex-linear
space is equipped with the obvious inner product generating 11 • forming a Hilbert space denoted by
Hf(Q). Finally, when Q is not bounded, by H'o,,(Q) we shall mean the collection of all complex measurable
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functions defined a.e. in 02 and having restrictions in H°((2') for every bounded open subset S2' C 2; in the
standard manner, Hoc(?i) is made into a locally convex linear topological space through the introduction of
the seminorms u i-* IiuIf2'IiH.(a,).

In this paragraph, Q C R' shall be (at least) a Lipschitz domain, whence a good deal more is known
about the structure of Hk((2) than in the case of a general open set. We shall write r := 1Q. Thus, Ck(u)
is dense in H'((2) (cf. Ref. 7, Th~or~me 2.3.1 or Ref. 9, Theorem 3.18), and there is defined the Sobolev
trace operator u '-- ulr from H1 (Q) into L2 (F), as the unique bounded extension to H1 (2) of the "classical"
trace map f '-f fir := fiP for f E C1 (?i), regarded as densely defined in H'(2) and mapping into L2(r)
(Ref. 7, Th~orbme 2.4.2). Moreover, both the natural injection of H 1 (92) into L2(Q2) and the trace operator
carrying H'(12) into L2 (r) are compact (Ref. 7, Thor~me 2.6.1 and Th~or~me 2.6.2). At various points,
we shall make reference to Sobolev spaces H'(F) associated with F, for certain real (nonintegral as well
as integral) values of s. Following §2.4.3 and §2.5.2 of Ref. 7, let k be a positive integer and 2 be of type

~k-1,1: when 0 < s < k, the corresponding H'(F) is defined to comprise those g in L2 (F) for which the
function g, defined A2-a.e. on Sa by gj(X1, x2) := g (LI (xi, x 2 , fi(XI, X 2))) lies in H'(S.) for I = 1,.. ,n (cf.
the notations employed in the definitions of the regularity classes of open sets, supra); when provided with
the inner product ensuing from this construction,

7'

(g, h)H,(r) (gt, ht)H,(S.),
1=1

H (F) forms a Hilbert space. With this definition, the range of the trace operator on H'(2) is characterized
as precisely the collection of elements in H (F), and the resultant map, when regarded on H'(2) onto
H (r), is bounded (Ref. 7, Tb6orime 2.5.5 and Th6or~me 2.5.7). Finally, provided that s > 0 and H'(r) is
defined, H-(F) denotes the anti-dual of H'(r) (the collection of all bounded conjugate-linear functionals
on H' (r)) and (., .), the resultant duality pairing on H-'(r) x H8 (r). With the usual identification, we can
regard H0 (r) := L2 (F) as a linear manifold in H-'(F), and then can write

(f ,g). = Jfr rdAr = (f, g)L 2 (r) for f E H(r) and g E H'(r).

The extension of the formula for integration by parts ("formule de Green"), classically a corollary of the
Divergence Theorem, to the Sobolev-space setting for a Lipschitz domain is effected in Th~or~me 3.1.1 of
Ref.7. Thus, we have

fauu~jv d1\ 3 jurvlvnj dAr - fuv~j dA3 for U, vE H1 (Q, j = 1, 2, 3,

(nl, n2, n3 ) denoting Cartesian components of the unit exterior normal field n, defined Ar-a.e. on F.

For each of the spaces of complex functions defined in the preceding, we introduce the corresponding
space of C3 -valued functions, identified as the Cartesian product of three copies of the original collection,
and denote the new space with the corresponding boldface symbol, C(F), Ck((2), L2 (X), Hk(Q), etc. L2(X)
is provided with the Hiibert-space structure induced by the inner product given as

(f,g)L(X) := Iff kdm for f, gE L 2 (X);

Hk(f2) is equipped with the inner product defined by

(f,9gH(n) := F, (f,&g)L 2 (n) for f, g E Hk(Q),
O<Ial<k

13
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under which it also becomes a Hilbert space. Similarly, the other products of Hilbert spaces are given their
natural Hilbert-space structures.

Returning to the developments begun in §1, we retain the notations already introduced there. We
now suppose that Q,, is a Lipschitz domain, but we impose the restriction that (the fluid-elastic interface)
r+ be a manifold of class C2 , just so that we can use directly the results of Refs. 4 and 5, wherein this
much smoothness was demanded. Still, the components of (the vacuum-elastic boundary) F are allowed
to be nonsmooth, with corners and edges of a severity permitted within the Lipschitz-domain setting. More
precisely, then, the (bounded and connected) open set Q_ U Qo, shall be taken throughout to be of type 2.

Alternately, the regularity requirements on F+ can be phrased in terms of the notations already introduced:
let a > 0, b > 0, the integer n, and the families {f}=ln, and {L1}', be associated with 0Z, as a result of
its being of type R° , 1. If Q_ is absent, let n+ := n; otherwise, we may suppose that matters are arranged
so that {1,.. ,n} can be partitioned into {, ... ,n+} and {n+ + 1. .. , n}, with F+ = U_+! L,(G{f 1}) and
r- =u-,++ 1 U L({f,}) Then our restriction is expressed by the inclusion {f}n.+ C C 2(S). Observe that
the spaces H8 (F+) and H'(F+) are defined for Is[ < 2 and can be described more explicitly with the help of
a, b, n+, and the f1 and L, for I = 1,..., n+. For brevity, we write (with H(f2,) := L2 (9,o)) Hk := Hk(fQo)
for k = 0, 1,2,... If u E H', by ulr - and ulr + we mean the restrictions to F_ and r+, respectively, of the
trace ur. of u on ro, i.e.,

ulr_ := (ulr)r- and ulr+ := (ulr°)lr+ whenever u E H1.

With this understanding, we want to make sure of some simple facts concerning the linear maps u .- ulr+
and u -- ulr+ • n+ on H' , which will be of importance in the later developments.

Lemma 2.1. Recall the regularity conditions imposed on 91.

(i) The linear operations u 4 ulr and u : Ulr+ • n+ on H' are compact when regarded as mapping into
L2(r+) and L2(F+), respectively.

(ii) The linear operations u - ulr + and u -, ur +.n + carry H' onto H 2(F+ ) and into H 1(F+), respectively,
and are bounded when so regarded.

Proof: The assertions in (i) follow immediately from the compactness of the trace map u -- ulr on H' into
L2(Po) and the obvious inequalities lI(glr+)'n+11L (,+) - IJglr+11L (r+) - I1lglL,(ro), holding for g E L2 (ro).

Turning to statement (ii), let us first show that H2(F+) = { ulr+ I u E H' }. The inclusion "D" here is

easily seen to hold by virtue of the inclusion Uxr° E H2(F,) and the remarks made concerning the generation
of H2(F+). The proof of the opposite inclusion requires not much more work: taking any g E H (r+),

extend its definition (if necessary) to get an element g of H2(Fo) by setting, say, k(x) := 0 for x F_; there
exists some fl E H' such that fair ° = g, whence we have fllr+ = g. Thus, u ul + carries H' onto H (F+);
the boundedness of this "restricted-trace" map then follows from the boundedness of the trace operator from
H' onto H2(F 0 ) and the evident inequality II0+11 S 11g~ l I holding for g E H2(Fo). Finally,

let u E Hi: we show that ulr+ n+ lies in H2(F+) and that there exists a positive c, independent of u, such
that I1ur+ . n+1lH(r+) _ c l ur+II ,r+ which then effectively completes the proof of (it). To this end,

by using the notation introduced above, select any I E .1..., n+I} and consider the function (ulr+ . n+)i
defined for A2-almost all (xI, x 2) E Sa by

ulr+ (LI (xi, x 2 , ft(X1, X2))) L10(zi(z, X2)) = (ulr+)i(x1, Z2). L1 0 (( 1, x 2)).
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Clearly, the inclusion fil E C1 (Sa) holds by our restriction on fQ., so the function fit is certainly uniformly
Lipschitz continuous on Sa. Consequently, we get

I I(ul. n+)(z 1 , X2) - (ulr+ -n+),(yl, Y2)1 2

is. s. I(z, x2) - (Yl, Y2)1 3  dA2(x1 ,z2)dA 2(y1 ,y)

<2 {j (ulr+)(yl, Y2) 2L Ifit(X1,X2) - i(yl,y2)12 dY(I, Z2) d\ 2(YI, Y2)d(, 2) - (yI,, y2)1
3

+ ° ( u~r,)j(xl, X2)- ( r+tY1, Y,2  dAt2(Xl, 1X2) dA2(Y1, 1Y2)

112 R( ,x, X2) - (ur,,l y2)12

<2 M l(uhr+)il Io(s.) + L. L(Xl , X;2) - (YI, Y2)13  dA 2(xi, X2) d\ 2 (Yl, Y2)

!5 M11(l+[1 I
2(.)

in which M, and M[ depend upon fQ, and 1 alone. Moreover, obviously

11(ulr+ -n+)111no(s.) <5 IKulr+),llHo(s.) _< IKulr+),llH1(s.).

From these facts, we conclude that (ulr + -n+), lies in H2(Sa), with norm not greater than a positive multiple
of II(Ulr+)t1IH1(S. ) , the multiple depending upon only 1, and 1. In turn, this implies that ulr+ .n+ belongs

to H2(r+), with norm not exceeding a positive multiple of IIulr+ 1H1(r+ ), the multiple depending on Q,,

alone. I

For the various formulations of the problem loosely described in §1, and for its reformulation as a purely
interior problem in Qo, we need some preliminary results on the (purely exterior) Neumann problem for the
Helmholtz equation and the Sommerfeld condition in Q+, with boundary data lying in L2(F+). For this,
it is most convenient to rely on the developments already in place in Refs. 4 and 5. There, a generalized
Robin problem, subsuming the Neumann problem, is studied by using potential-theoretic methods, although
the analysis is not carried out within the Sobolev-space setting, but completely in L2(F+); the later article

Ref. 10 is concerned with the connections between the two approaches. In particular, in Refs. 4 and 5, traces
and normal derivatives on r+ are taken in the normal-L2 sense. To recall the pertinent definitions, let
N, : r+ --- R 3 be given for any s > 0 by

N,(x) := x + sn+(x) for each x E F+;

because of the regularity imposed upon Q,, there is some s+ > 0 such that N,(F+) C Q+ whenever
0 < s < s+. Thus, if 0 is any function defined in Q+, then V) o N, is defined on r+ for all sufficiently small
positive s. Now suppose, for simplicity, that 0 E C'(Q+). Then we say that p has a trace on r+ in the
normal-L2 sense iff lim,-O+ p o N, exists in the L2(r+)-sense, i.e., iff

iim 1ivo N. - vI1+lIL 2(r+) = 0
--0+

for some [2+ E L2(F+), in which case the latter function is termed the normal-L2 trace of V on r+.
Similarly, we say that p has a normal derivative on r+ in the normal-L2 sense iff lim,-O+ n+ -(grad o) o N,
exists in the L2 (r+)-sense, i.e., iff

lim JID+ (grad s0) o N, - fIL 2(r+) = 0

8-0+
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for some n+ E L2(r+), in which case the latter function is called the normal-L 2 normal derivative of P on

r+. When both tor + and i,.+ exist, we say that jp is L 2 -regular at r+. With the understanding that the
trace and normal derivative of an appropriate function 'p in fQ+ are always to be interpreted in this sense,
henceforth we omit the superscript "2" and write, respectively, simply Air+ and Vn + for these elements of

L2(r+).

Now, we introduce the collection W(Q+; K+) of radiating solutions of the Helmholtz equation (1.23) in

Ql+ that are also L 2-regular at r+:

W(Q+; C+) := { Jp E C 2(Q+) 1 (1.23) and (1.34) hold, and 'p is L2-regular at r+ }.

For 'p E W(11+; K+), we refer to Plr+ and 'p,n+, respectively, as the Dirichlet data and the Neumann data of

'p.

The basic facts that we shall use concerning the Neumann problem for (1.23) and (1.34) in Q + are
collected in Theorem 2.1. To state the results, we need to introduce an "outgoing" fundamental solution for
the operator A + p;

2.; we choose the particular one given by, for each x E R 3 ,

E.'+(y):= 2r+y-xl foryER 3 \{x}.

Whenever x E R 3 , we write EK+ :n+ • (grad E.+)i(r+ \ {x}) for the normal derivative of Ex"+ on
r+ \ {x}.

Theorem 2.1. Recall the regularity conditions imposed upon f0+ and the inequalities Re/K+ > 0 and
Im tc+ > 0 fulfilled by c+.

(i) The linear map Wp - ,n+ is a bijection of W(Ql+; tc+) onto L 2 (r+).

(ii) By (i), the linear operator A,+ : L 2 (r+) -. L2(r+) given by

A,+g := Sog r+, wherein 'p, E W(Q2+; 1+) with o,.+ = g, for each g E L 2 (r+)

is well-defined. This operator is compact, injective, and has dense range in L 2 (F+), while -iK2 A,+ is

"strictly dissipative," i.e.,

Im (K+ Ar+f, f)L 2 (r+) < 0 whenever f E L2 (r+) and f # 0. (2.1)

(iii) For any g E L 2(r+), the corresponding unique 'og E W(Q+; K+) such that V,,n+ = g, i.e., the corre-
sponding unique solution in W(Q+; K+) of (1.23), (1.34) with Neumann data g, is given by

1P9 (x) = 1j {E.+g - E A + g} dAr+ for x E Q+. (2.2)

Proof: This is proven in Ref. 4, §6 and §7; cf., also, the remarks there in §2 following the definition in (2.2)I.

Actually, in Ref. 4 it is assumed that K+ 0 0, with Im K+ > 0, and tc+ > 0 if Im t+ = 0. It is shown there
that the statements (i), (i), and (iii) hold on that larger set of K+-values, with the exception of (2.1).

Rather, there is a generalization of (2.1) asserting that, for any such K+, the operator -i(A,+ is strictly

dissipative, i.e.,

Im ((A.+f, f)L 2 (r+) < 0 whenever f E L 2 (1+) and f # 0,
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for any C lying in the complex set Z"+ defined by

{ ER I C>0} = (0, oo), ifImPC+ =0,

I. E C I Im C 0, Im ((R++') 5 0, and [Im(] 2 + [Im ((9-+2 )]>0}, if Imx+ >O.

One can check that, for the larger set of ic+-values specified, 4c2 lies in Z,+ iff Re #+ > 0, whence (2.1)
results. I

The operator A,+ of Theorem 2.1 can be referred to as the (L 2(r+)-) boundary-data operator for

W(f2+;iK+), since it maps the Neumann data V,n+ to the corresponding Dirichlet data 9lr+ for each

0 E W(Q+; tc+). This operator has a number of interesting properties in addition to those just cited in
Theorem 2.1, some of which are given in Refs. 4, 5, and 10. Henceforth, we shall suppose that we have at our

disposal some means for constructing the image A,+g for each g E L 2(F+), which is essentially equivalent
to assuming that we can construct the solution of the Neumann problem for (1.23) and (1.34) in Q+ for any

boundary data in L 2(F+). Various schemes are available for accomplishing this. For example, an explicit
representation of the operator A,,+ can be obtained if one is willing to carry out the Gram-Schmidt or-
thonormalization procedure for an appropriately chosen complete family in L 2(r+); cf. Lemma 6.3 of Ref. 4.

If K2 is not in the countably infinite collection of (positive) Dirichlet eigenvalues for the operator -A in

the interior domain ?L U Q, (= R 3 \ +), then A,+ is given by (I + D +)-IS +, wherein S,+ and D.+
are the compact operators in L 2 (F+) constructed from the "direct values" of, respectively, the single- and

double-layer potentials based upon the fundamental solution E'+: for f E L2 (F+), S,+f and D,1 ,f are the
elements of L2 (1'+) defined by setting, for Ar+-a.a. x E r+,

S+f(x) := r+ E.+/fdAp+

and

D,,+f(x) 4= E fdAr+.

However, unless Im tc+ > 0, one does not usually know whether 4C2 is not amongst the eigenvalues just
specified, i.e., whether the operator (I + D,+) is injective, and so, in general, a more difficult operator

inversion must be effected to capture A,,+. For example, it is shown in Theorem 8.4 of Ref. 4 that one can
always compute on the basis of the representation

A,+ = {S., - (I- D.+)}{I+ D,+ + W,+,.+ - 1,

wherein D*,+ is the compact operator in L2 (IF+) obtained by conjugating the kernel of the (L 2 (F+)-adjoint)

integral operator D*+; is any conveniently chosen complex number with positive imaginary part (or, in the

more general case identified in the proof of Theorem 2.1, with Im $ 0 and Im Re tc+ _ 0); and W,+,.+
is the densely defined and unbounded operator in L 2(F+) induced by the normal-L 2 normal derivative of
the double-layer potential in Q+ (or in Q_). That is, defining the (restriction to Q+ of the) double-layer

potential W+ {f} with density f E L2 (r+) by

:=4 Er+t+fdAr+ for x E Q+,

then W +,n+f is defined to be the normal-L 2 normal derivative W+ f}, +, on the linear manifold of all

f E L 2(F+) for which this normal derivative exists (which turns out to be precisely R(Ax+), the range of the

operator A,+ ; cf. Ref. 4, '"orollary 8.3). Another scheme for calculating the action of Ar+ is implicit in the

results of Ref. 11 and stated more explicitly in Theorem 8.1 of Ref. 4. Although it has not been formulated in

this manner elsewhere, the problem of deriving representations for Ar+ that are valid even when 0 happens
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to be one of the Dirichlet eigenvalues of -A in _ UfQ has been the object of much study; cf., e.g., Refs. 11,
12, and the references given therein.

By relying on properties of the single- and double-layer potentials that are proven by Kirsch [13], some
connections are made in Ref. 10 between the L2-type results just cited and those that can be established
within the Sobolev-space setting. For example, with ?L UQ, of type R2, as we are supposing here, it can be
shown that IZ(Ac,+) lies in Hi(r+). For a given real number s, with more smoothness hypothesized for r+
(depending upon s), it turns out that the restriction A,+ I H'(I'+) forms a bounded bijection of If (P+) onto
H3+, (r+) when s > 0, while A,,+ can be extended to a bounded bijection of H5 (F+) onto H ' + l (r+) if s < 0.
By using results of this sort, we find, for example, if Q_ Uo is of type '3,v and g is a member of H 1 (F+), then
the function Pog E W(Q+; K+) defined by (2.2) lies in H2o('?+), and so possesses both a Sobolev trace and a
Sobolev normal derivative on r+, elements of H a (F+) and H (r+), respectively; moreover, these coincide
with its trace and normal derivative on r+ in the normal-L 2 sense, given by A,+g and g, respectively (cf.,
also, Proposition 2.2, infra). Presently. we shall see that we need to construct the solution p, of the exterior
Neumann problem (with (1.34)) here only when the boundary data 9 E H2 (r+); the preceding remarks will
then supply the Sobolev-space properties of that solution when r+ has the additional smoothness noted.

To concisely formulate the conditions (1.35) and (1.36), it is convenient to introduce the linear space
, 2 , of complex amplitudes of strong nonradiating modes for Qo and w:

0o,", := { u, E H' 1(1.27) through (1.29) hold }. (2.3)

Here, we mean that (1.27) through (1.29) are to hold a.e. on the respective sets indicated, with respect to
the appropriate measure (A3 or Are), the conditions in (1.28) and (1.29) being interpreted in the sense of
the Sobolev trace operator on H'; cf. (1.4) through (1.6) for the calculation of the action of T"o[.] on an
element of H 2 . Now, with (A/,,O)(l) 0 denoting the orthogonal complement of Ai2o,,, taken with respect to
H', we shall write M."o for the linear manifold of elements of this orthogonal complement that also lie in
H 2 :

:= (A )()o fH 2. (2.4)

Since (X02 ,()o is closed in H', it is easy to see that M2.,, is closed in H 2. Eventually, we shall find thatniW . vntalye, hllfndta

A(02, is finite-dimensional (a fact that is not surprising, since, when it is nontrivial, , 2. is a subspace
of an eigenspace for the traction problem for- in Qo), and so also closed in each Hk , k = 0, 2. In
particular, once this is known, we shall have the orthogonal direct-sum decomposition

r2 -L o

H0 = Na,. e(( )o, (2.5)

whence it shall follow readily that
H2 =A(2 2A4 M2ith 0

= + ,. with A n M , = {O}, (2.6)

i.e., we will have the (nonorthogonal) direct-sum decomposition of H 2 into the subspaces indicated. In this
case, we shall reduce the problem corresponding to (1.23) through (1.26), (1.34), and (1.36) to that in which
(1.36) is replaced by (1.35), essentially by seeking separately the projections of the solution onto the subspace
of amplitudes of nonradiating modes and onto the H°-orthogonal complement of that subspace (and we shall
effect this reduction in both the strong and the weak formulations). Since we must frequently refer to these
two sets of requirements, it is convenient to introduce some abbreviated references.

Terminology 2.1. Let f, E H' and t0 E L2(Fo). Let ! ' be open in R3 and contain Q_ U o, and suppose
that p' E C2( ') satisfies (1.18). Then by (Po) = (P 0 (fo, t,, s')) we refer to the problem of determining
an appropriate pair of functions (u,,p) satisfying, in a sense that is always to be specified in the context.
the conditions (1.23) through (1.26), (1.34), and (1.35). Suppose also that T' on r.x (0, oo) and Fo on
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Qx x (0, oo) are measurable C3 -valued functions such that To( -, t) E L2(ro) and F1 (., t) E H0 for each t > 0
and

S= f(u; T' F{j T'(., s) 'jd) +/j F'(., s) . ff,, d } e'wa ds (2.7)g~ -TF)= -ow o Jr°n

exists whenever uw E H1 satisfies (1.27) through (1.29) in a specific sense to be designated in the context;
for example, for the existence of the integrals in (2.7), it is sufficient to know that the functions t -
lITr(-, )IL 2(ro) and t i-- IIFo(., t)1HO are in L,(0, oo). Then, by (P) (P(fo, t., W'; F', T')) we shall refer
to the problem of determining an appropriate pair of functions (u, p) satisfying, in a sense to be designated
in the context, the conditions (1.23) through (1.26), (1.34), and (1.36).

Of course, it is not really necessary to retain the explicit appearance of the complex amplitude p' in
the conditions in (1.25), since we could just replace the inhomogeneities there with some given elements
of L2 (I+) and L2 (r+), respectively. However, we wish to maintain contact with the underlying physical
setting, and so choose to continue writing the interface conditions in their original form (1.25).

We shall first define "strong solutions" of (Po) and of (P), since one has for such solutions a better feel
for the sense in which the various requirements are fulfilled. Eventually, however, we restrict our attention in
the present report to the study of weak formulations of these problems. Whatever else is demanded of them,
all solutions of (1.24) (or (1.27)) that we consider shall be HI-functions u that are, in particular, solutions
in the distributional sense, i.e., such that

I " V-+/Ow2v}dA j fo. vdA3  for every v EC (),
no Io

whence their (local) interior regularity properties will be known from the well-developed theory of regularity
for strongly elliptic systems. For example, Theorem 3.1 of Ref. 14 implies that, if fo E H' for some integer
k > 0, then any u E HO satisfying (1.24) in the distributional sense will have restrictions in Hk+2(f) for
any open f0 with ? C Q,,. The Sobolev Imbedding Theorems then show that, if fL E H2 , such a u will
be in C2 ( 0 ), and so also a classical solution of (1.24) (in fact, the same conclusion can be drawn even if
it is known only that fo lies in C 0,Y(Q0 )); if fo E C"(0o), then u will satisfy that inclusion as well (for
these assertions, cf. Theorem 3.11 of Ref. 14). If fo has real-analytic real and imaginary parts, the same will
be true of u (cf. Ref. 15). Thus, the elements of An. enjoy the latter property of real-analyticity (as do
those of A(01.,,, to be defined presently). All of our solutions of (1.23) will be classical, in W((1+; K+), and
consequently will also have real-analytic real and imaginary parts. Global regularity ("regularity up to the
boundary") for the solutions of our boundary and interface problems is another matter, that we shall touch
upon in this report only in Proposition 2.2, infra, and there we shall give a limited result only for the scalar

part of a solution.

Definition 2.1. Recall Terminology 2.1. The pair (u, ) is a strong solution of (Po(fo,to, ')) iff u E
m2., ,, E W(Q +; K+), (1.24) holds a.e. in fQ, (1.25) holds a.e. on r+, and (1.26) is true a.e. on r-, with

ujr+, T n+ [u], and T1- [u] interpreted in the sense of the Sobolev trace operator, and pr+ and p, .. taken
in the normal-L 2 sense on r+. Suppose it is known that A 2. is finite-dimensional, with dimension n,, > 0;

if n, > 1, let {u. 17n constitute an H°-orthonormal basis for A Suppose that the integral in (2.7)
exists for every u, E A'o,V . Then the pair (u, V) is a strong solution of (P(f,, t, (p'; FT, T)) iff

0 if n, = 0
u = UO+ (2.8)

j=1f(UU))WU)if n" > 1

and (no, W) is a strong solution of (Po(f 0 , t0 , 9)) (cf. (2.7) for the coefficients in (2.8) when n, > 1).
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The requirement that the vector part of a strong solution of (Po) lie in MA. is the strong form of the
condition (1.35); the requirement that the vector part of a strong solution of (P) be of the form (2.8) with
(in particular) uo E M2.,. is the strong form of condition (1.36), ensuring that the latter holds for every
u, E .o,,,. As a consequence of Definition 2.1, we essentially need consider only the study of the existence,
uniqueness, and construction of strong solutions of the problems (Po). We will find that, even in the best
of circumstances, one must identify )A/2o,, to approximate the elastic-field portion of a solution of the latter
problem, so that there will be but little additional work involved in using (2.8) if the ultimate goal should
in fact be the solution of a problem (P).

Obviously, under Definition 2.1 (P(f,, to, p; F', T")) can have at most one strong solution if the problem
(Po(fo, t., w')) enjoys that same property. To emphasize the r6le played by (1.34) and (1.35), let us prove
that there can exist at most one strong solution of the boundary and interface problem (Po). In preparation,
we need a familiar integral relation (which shall be used later, as well), viz.,

{v' A*uu + $4(u, v)) d\ 3 =j vjr'. T- [u] dApr foru EH 2 and v EH', (2.9)

in which

,,p(u, V) := \Ejj [ulEkk[v] + 2,UejktuEjktVI = ajJk[Ulejk[V = 0jk[v]fjk[U] for u, v E H. (2.10)

This identity is easily derived with an application of the formula for integration by parts, cited previously.

Theorem 2.2. There can exist at most one strong solution of the problem (Po(fo, t., po)), in the sense of
Definition 2. .

Proof: Let the pair (u, o) be a strong solution of (P 0(o, 0, 0)), i.e., with f, = 0, t0 = 0, and o' = 0. Then,
by using (1.25) and the mapping property of A,+ following from its definition in Theorem 2.1(ii), and noting
that T"+ [u] is a normal field on r+, we have the equalities

"5,n+Ac+ ,+= ,n+ r'+ = (-ip+uUwr+ .n+) .+ [i]+[wn

=- T+w T+[u]'ui9r+

between elements of LI(r+), whence a little rearrangement and integration over r+ produces

C2  
2

:T2-K .A+ ,fl4 , Vn4L2(r+) 0 -e+ T + [u]. Uir+ dr+. (2.11)

On the other hand, from (2.9) and by taking into account (1.26) and (1.24), we get

Tn+ [u] .Ulr+ dAr+ Tno [u] -Mr d)r.

-/,{i.A*"u + ,"(U, ii)} dA3  I {-Lo w'u . i+ 9,,(u, ii)} dA3,
clearly implying that the integral on the right in (2.11) is real. Thus, ( is real, so

that the vanishing Of 0,n+ follows from (2.1). Statement (i) of Theorem 2.1 then allows us to assert that p
vanishes in Q+. Now, (1.24) through (1.26) and the inclusion u E H 2 show that u E A!'no,,; since we also
know that u E (A(02,,,)( )0 (by Definition 2.1), it must be that u = 0. This completes the proof. I

It is interesting to note that, without the condition that u lie in M2.,", we could still have deduced
that o = 0 by reasoning as in the proof, but then would have been able to conclude only that u E 2
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Now, we turn to the reduction of the strongly formulated boundary and interface problem (Po) to a
purely interior problem (in Q.,) with a nonlocal boundary condition, basing the replacement on the properties

of the operator A,.+. Suppose that (u, V) is a strong solution (and so also the unique strong solution) of

(Po). Then, by the boundary-data-mapping property of A,,+ and the first equality in (1.25), we have

=ojr+ _ Ax+o,n+ = A,+ (io+wulr+ • n+) - A,,+

and so the second equality in (1.25) becomes

Tn+[u] + (t+ - iw){i+wA,+(ulr+ -n+) - A.+ p,.+}n + = t+ - (/+ - iw),p'jr+ n+,

or
T"+[u] + e+c .i.{A,+(u n+)}n+ = t+ - (-y+ - iw){fp'jr, - A.+K0,P+ }n+, (2.12)

a boundary condition on u alone. This motivates

Definition 2.2. Recall Terminology 2.1. The function u is a strong solution of the purely interior problem

corresponding to (Po(fo, t, o')) iff u E o (1.24) holds a.e. in Q.o, (2.12) is true a.e. on r+, and (1.26)

holds a.e. on r.

To find a strong solution of the original problem (PO), it is easy to see that it suffices to generate a

strong solution of the corresponding purely interior problem. For, if u fulfills all requirements of Definition

2.2, let us construct the unique 0 E W(f2+; K+) having the Neumann data given by

V,n+ = io+wulr + • n+ - (2.13)

observe that the function on the right here lies in H1(F+) (cf. our previous remark). Explicitly, from the
representation (2.2) of Theorem 2.1, this p is given by

= - +{E'+Pon+ - Elc+ AK p', }dAr+

+ {Ex+ulr .n+ - E ,n Ar (ulr+ • n+)} dAr+ for each x E Q2+. (2.14)+-- J ++

With (2.13), we have automatically ensured that the first equality in (1.25) is fulfilled a.e. on r+, while the

validity of the second requirement there follows in the same sense from (2.13) and (2.12):

Tn+ [u] + (-,+ - iw)PIr+n+ = Tn+[u] + (-Y+ - iL)(A.+pn )n+

-e+w(w + i7+){A,+(ulr+ -n+)}n+ + t+ - (-y+ - iw){o'r+ - A.+ p,.+ In+

+(t+ - iw){ie+wA+(ujr+ - n+) - A.+ 0,n+ In +

= t+ - (7+ - iw)V'[r+n+.

Consequently, (u, p) satisfies all of the requirements placed in Definition 2.1 on a strong solution of (Po). It is

important to note here that only the normal component ulr+ .n+ of the trace of u restricted to r+ is needed

for the construction of p by use of (2.14), i.e., to calculate the fluid field once the strong solution of the

purely interior problem for the elastic field has been obtained; the complete implication of this observation

for the numerical work will emerge in §4. We might also remark that the representation displayed for p in

(2.14) has split naturally into a sum of two integrals taken over F+. Of these, Theorem 2.1 makes it clear

that the first is a representation for the unique element of W(Q+; K+) with Neumann data - o,+, which is
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nothing else but the complex amplitude of the time-harmonic scattered-field velocity potential that would be
produced by the interaction of the time-harmonic incident-field velocity potential with complex amplitude V'
with a rigid obstacle occupying Q_ U li, under the usual steady-state assumption. The second term on the
right in (2.14) must then encompass all contributions from the elastic nature of the obstacle, the impressed
tractions, and the imposed body force. By using Green's Theorem, the first term can be recast into the
form -(1/2)fr+ Et+{U+{Ip+ - Aa+o,,n' + } dAr+, in which there appears the same field V'IFr+ - A on
r+ as in the new boundary condition (2.12) of the purely interior problem; this is the sum of the incident
and the scattered fields, or "total field," on r+ in the rigid-acoustic steady-state scattering interaction just
mentioned.

It is appropriate to include here an observation pertinent to the eventual numerical approximation of
p and its far-field pattern from numerical approximations generated for u by computations based on the
interior problem. We recall that to each element V of W(Q2+; K+) there is associated a unique complex
function ip, on the unit sphere S, of R 3 with the property that

V)(1r6) = es - 0.(6) + O as r - oo, for each 6 E S.
r

This function 0, is variously termed the far-field pattern, or radiation pattern, of b; cf., e.g., Ref. 12. Since
= lim, (eI'r/r)-'i(r6) for each e E Si, by using the representation for elements of W(Q+; K+)

that is obtained from (2.2), it is easy to show that

--- ---- ] {e +A,,+ - e' , t,+ I dAr+ for each e E S, (2.15)

whenever Vk E W(Q+;K+), with e" (y) Y, for y E R
3 . Now, we can formulate the desired

statement in the form of

Proposition 2.1. Let u be an element of H', and let V be the unique element of V(Q+; K+) satisfying
(2.13), so that v has the representation displayed in (2.14); of course, if u happens to be a strong solution of

the purely interior problem corresponding to (PO), then (u, p) is the unique strong solution of the problem

(Po). Suppose that (U,1)'N is a sequence in H' converging weakly to u in H'. Constru,-t the corresponding
sequence (VIn)n"=N in W(Q+;K +) according to, for n > N,

2 Jr fX ,n+ - E.' ,n+A+,n+} dAr+

+ 2 { E,+u, Jr+ .n+ - E-+ A,,+(u.lr+ • n+)} dAr+ for each xC f2+. (2.16)

Then, for each 3-index a. the sequence (nJn__ converges to p,0 uniformly on each subset of Q+ that is

closed in R'. Further, the sequence ( n)= of far-field patterns converges to the far-field pattern ,;. of
V uniformly on S.

Proof: We have, for each x E Q+ and n > N,

AX) - P, (x) - p j {E'+(u - u")Ir+ *-n+ - E"'"Ar+((u - un)lr+ n+)} dA+ (2.17)

Now, choose any set F that is closed in R3 and contained in Q+. Since In K+ _ 0 and the distance between

F and the compact set F+ := 0Q+ is positive, it is clear that E'+IF+ and E are bounded on 1'+.

uniformly for x E F. Thus, by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (2.17) and using the boundedness

of A,+ in L2(F+), we find that

sup [V(x) - p.(x)l < ---,r+(F+){Il + C2IIAK+1}Ii(u - u.)1r+1L2 1(+) for n > N,
xEF
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wherein cl and c2 depend upon only F and i+. The compactness of the Sobolev restricted-trace map

v vlr + from H' into L2 (F+) and the weak convergence of (un)'=N to u in H' then imply that the first
assertion of the Proposition is true for a = (0, 0, 0). The proof for any other 3-index a can obviously be
carried through in an entirely analogous manner, since the corresponding partial derivatives can be computed
by differentiation under the integral in (2.14) and (2.16). The final assertion, concerning the convergence of
the far-field patterns, is established just as easily, by similar reasoning based on (2.15). I

In the applications of Proposition 2.1 that are pertinent to the present setting, we shall even have
available the norm-convergence of (un)n=N to u in H' (cf. Theorem 4. 1, infra), not merely weak convergence;
assuming some additional regularity for r+, we can sketch the proof of a correspondingly stronger result for
the convergence of the sequence (0an)on=N to 0:

Proposition 2.2. Retaining the setting and notation of Proposition 2.1, suppose now also that Q_ U Q, is

of type R',', while (Un)n00=N converges to u in the norm of H'. Then and the sequence (en),°=N lie in
H2 (2+), with limn-o V, = p in the locally convex topology of that space. Moreover, W and the sequence

( , )'=N lie in C 0 , (_+), and lim,- , , = in that Banach space (so, in particular, the convergence is
uniform on i+).

Proof: Now, we know, by Lemma 2.1, that (u, Ir+ .n+ )=N converges to ulr+ • n+ in the norm of H1 (r+).

We recall the definition of the double-layer potential-operator (restricted to Q+) f W+ {f} on L2 (F+)
(supra), and now define the single-layer potential-operator (restricted to Q+) f '-, V+,{f} on L2 (F+) by

V+{f}(x):=j E-+fdAr+ for x E Q+.

We have sufficient regularity of F+ to ensure that, according to Ref. 10, A,+ IH (F+) maps H1(F+) bound-
edly into tf1 (F+), and, by Theorem 2.16 of Ref. 13, that the double-layer potential-operator is bounded from
Hi(F7+) into H~e( +), while the single-layer potential-operator is bounded from H (F+) into H'o(?+).
Combining all of these facts, in view of (2.14) and (2.16) it follows that V and ( O,)r,°=N are contained in
H2 (f+), with mimn-o, pn = <p in that space (cf. (2.17)). Directly, the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem (The-
orem 5.4, Part 11, of Ref. 9) allows us to assert that, for any bounded open set Q C Q+, VoQ and the p'nIQ
are elements of Co°(-2), with the convergence limi-o, olfI = oIQ in the norm of the latter Banach space.
'Faking Q2 to be the intersection of Q+ with, say, a ball of sufficiently large radius, and accounting for the
results of Proposition 2.1 concerning the uniform convergence of the p,, and their partial derivatives to V and
its partial derivatives in the exterior of the ball, we see that the (p, and W lie in the Banach space C°' (Q+),
and li~nn - ,, = , in the norm of that space. I

Returning to the general setting, we shall study the purely interior problem by setting up and analyzing
a weak version of it; this will also lead back in a natural manner to weak formulations for the original
prohlems (Po) and (P). Regularity results for solutions of the weakly formulated interior problem would
then allow us subsequently to return to the strong setting. As usual, the weak formulati, n arises from (2.9),
written in the form

j { A u + eqw u + f°} -i dA3 + VA {"(u, V) - ow 2u " V} dA3

j T [x] - Ir0 dAr. + jIf0. -vdA3  forlIE H2 and v EH' (2.18)
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(with fo E HO). Now, if u is a strong solution of the purely interior problem for (PO), as in Definition 2.2,

then we must have

J{iA,(u, V) - e0 w 2 u V} dA3 + O+c~x+ 22 (A.+ (ulr+ .n))VI , .n+ dAr+

= {t+ - (-+ - iw){p0'pr - A+'p,,+}n+} .Vr+ dr+ + t- .Vr_ dAr_

+ f0 " V dA3  whenever v E H'. (2.19)

This leads us to define the sesquilinear form o.(., .) on H' according to

0'(u, v) := j{CA..(u, V) - e0
2 U V} dA3 + e+C2 KJ (A.+ (u+r+ - +))Vl+ - n+ dAr.,

o r+

for u, v E H', (2.20)

and, corresponding to selected functions f., t0 , and W' as in Terminology 2.1, the conjugate-linear functional

A, on H' by

Aov {t+ - (7+ - iw){'lr+ - A.+ oj,+}n+ }-Vlr+ dAr+ + 4 t_ Vlr_ dAr_

+ fVdA 3 , foreach vEH. (2.21)

Then (2.19) is written concisely as or-(u, v) = A,v for v E H 1 ; the weak formulation of the purely interior
problem corresponding to (Po) shall be set up on the basis of this equality.

It is also convenient to identify a linear manifold comprising complex amplitudes of weak nonradiating

modes, proceeding from (2.18). If u, E NO., then (2.18) shows that

V) - ow 2u, • V} dA3 = 0 for every v E H l, (2.22)

while u, also lies in the subspace Hi'.+ given by

H {uH+ := ( u E ' I ulr+ -n+ = 0 (2.23)

(the closure in H 1 of the collection of all u E C'(Qo) such that ulr+ • n+ = 0). With this, we define the

linear manifold /'o, in H 1 by setting

n' ,:{ u, E H0'n+ 1(2.22) holds }. (2.24)

Then Vn2,. C .'Ao,. At least under sufficiently strong hypotheses of smoothness for F,, we shall also have

.A'X, C H 2 , whence it shall follow that A'n2o, .A',. For example, in the extreme case in which Q.

is of type W1, we shall have C C°(?o); cf. Ref. 14. Proceeding as we did for Vf2 we denote by

(KA,) 1 ) ° the orthogonal complement of taken with respect to HO, and introduce M1, C H 1 by

A(1 KA,:)(±)o fn Hl; (2.25)

.Ax is a closed linear manifold (subspace) in H l. We shall show later that X,, is finite-dimensional,

and so also closed in both H' and H 1. Once this is known, just as before (cf. (2.5) and (2.6)) it will follow

that the direct-sum decompositions
H = A='Ao, q (.Vo)±)°  (2.26)
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and
H + with nA/a.,W M , = {0} (2.27)

are valid (of which the first is orthogonal). We still have the interior regularity result asserting that the
elements of P/Ao, have real and imaginary parts that are real-analytic in Qo, so (1.27) holds in the classical
sense in Qo for each u, E . "Io-

As already tacitly noted in Proposition 2.1, for the construction of the unique 0 E W(Q+; K+) satisfying
(2.13), we need know only that u E H'. This affords a simple means for providing weak formulations for both
(Po) and (P), based upon that for the purely interior problem for (Po). Precisely, the weak formulations
are given in

Definition 2.3. Recall Terminology 2.1. The function u is a weak solution of the purely interior problem
corresponding to (Po(fo, t,, 9')) iff u E M1 and

a,(u, v) = A,v for every v E H', (2.28)

with the sesquilinear form o and the conjugate-linear functional A, defined by (2.20) and (2.21), respec-
tively. If u is a weak solution of the purely interior problem corresponding to (Po(fo, t0 , o')) and p is the
corresponding unique element of W(Q+;K+) such that (2.13) holds, then the pair (u, o) is termed a weak
solution of (Pn(fo, to, p)). Suppose further that the integral in (2.7) exists for every u, E . and it

is known that .,o has finite dimension n, > 0; if n,, > 1, let {u0")}'l be an H0 -orthonormal basis for
MAo. Then (u, o) is termed a weak solution of (P(f, to, V;F, T')) iffu can be written as in (2.8) and

(u0, p) is a weak solution of (P(fo, to, P')).

Observe here that, for (Po), the requirement u E M., constitutes a weak form of (1.35), while, for
(P), the condition that u have the form in (2.8) provides a weak realization of (1.36).

According to Terminology 2.1, we have been supposing that the piece of data t, is in L2 (1o); one
can relax this requirement by positing instead the inclusion t0 E H-1 (Fo), provided that appropriate
modification is made in the definition of A, in (2.21), viz., that the sum of the terms involving t+ and t- be
replaced by the more general expression (t., vr.°)', involving the duality pairing for H2(ro). The resultant
conjugate-linear functional A, is again bounded on H', and the analysis of §4 can be carried through, mutatis
mutandis. For simplicity, we shall continue to suppose that t, E L2(r,).

It is clear that a weak solution of the purely interior problem corresponding to (Po) that is also known to
possess some additional regularity will be a strong solution of the purely interior problem for (P0). For, if u
satisfies the requirements placed on a weak solution of the purely interior problem for (Po) in Definition 2.3
and also lies in H 2 , then u E M2.,o, (since the inclusion A02.,O, C , implies that (CA)(±)0 C
(AKo,)(l)o), while (2.18) and (2.28) (i.e., (2.19)) together imply that

A P{uA + ow2u - fo} . VdA3+ Tn- [u] . Vlro d)\ro

{-oe+C2+K(A.+(ulr+ .n+))n+ +t+ -(-+ -iw){'nr+ -A.+ '.+}n+) frdAr

+ f t- • Vr_ dAr_ for every v E H'. (2.29)

Since the equality in (2.29) must hold, in particular, for every v E C'(f2o), (1.24) follows (a.e. in Q,); with
the simplified form then taken on by (2.29), we conclude that (2.12) and (1.26) are true (a.e. on F+ and F,
respectively). Thus, such a u has all of the properties demanded of a strong solution of the purely interior
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problem in Definition 2.2, and, moreover, leads directly to the strong solution for (Po) itself (as described
in the remarks following Definition 2.2) and to the strong solution for (P) (as in Definition 2.1). Observe
that we do not need to know here whether A/,I and A/2,2 coincide.

3. VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS INVOLVING A DEFINITE FORM WITH A COMPACT
PERTURBATION; THE GALERKIN METHOD

For the analysis of the weak formulation of the purely interior problem, we require some facts about
problems posed "in variational form;" in particular, for the construction of a convergent approximation
scheme, we shall use results of Hildebrandt and Wienholtz [6] concerning the Galerkin method.

Throughout this section, (H, (-, .)H) denotes a separable complex Hilbert space, o,(.,.) a bounded
sesquilinear form on H, and A a bounded conjugate-linear functional on H. We are interested in studying
the sol-vability of the problem

finI f E H satisfying o(f, h) = Ah for all h E H, (3.1)

and in establishing a viable and convergent scheme for the approximation of a solution (when at least one
exists), under certain hypotheses on the form a. Of course, we know that there are uniquely determined a
bounded linear operator T, on H and an element 9 A of H such that

o'(g, h) =(Tg, h), for allg,hE H (3.2)

and
Ah= (gA, h)H for all h E H, (3.3)

so that (3.1) is equivalent to the operator problem

find f e H satisfying Tf = gA. (3.4)

The latter equivalence is useful for examining the solvability of (3.1), but we prefer not to base the com-
putations of a numerical scheme upon the availability of explicit analytical forms for T, and gA since such
formulae may be difficult to deduce.

By A/(L) we mean the null space of the operator or functional L. K1'(o7 ) is the subspace of H defined
by

'(a):={g E HI a(g,h)=0 for all h E H}

(throughout, a subspace of a lilbert space is defined to be a linear manifold that is closed in that lilbert
space). The (bounded) sesquilinear form a*(., .) adjoint to a is defined by

o-*(g, h) := u(h, g) for g, h E II;

o* is represented by T, the (Hilbert-space) adjoint of T0 , in the same way that a is represented by T,.
Corresponding to the adjoint form, we have

A'(0*):- {gE H J*(g,h)=0 forall hE II} = {gE H l(h,g)-0 forall hcH}.

With (3.2), it is easy to check that AKI(a) = KV(T) and At(io *) = A(T*).

Invariably, we assume that a'(., .) is of the form 6(., -) + tc(., .), in which the sesquilinear forms 6 and ic
are bounded on 11, with 6 definite and K compact. By the requirement of definiteness for b, we mean that

there exists c6 > 0 such that

16(g,g)j _> c6jjgj 2  for all y E H; (3.5)
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by the requirement of compactness for P, we demand that whenever 9 and h are elements of H and (gn)n°=o

and (h.)_o are sequences in H converging weakly to g and h, respectively, then (#c(gn, h.))= 0 converges

in C to rc(g, h). Of course, a compact form is necessarily bounded. For the uniquely determined bounded

linear operators T6 and T on H such that

6(g, h) = (T6g, h)u and Pe(g, h) = (T,g, h)f for all g, h E H, (3.6)

we know then that T is definite (I(T6g,g)HI >_ c611g1' for all g E H) and T is compact (since [[T~f[[ =

ic(f, Tf) for f E H and the boundedness of T,, certainly implies that it maps weakly convergent sequences

into weakly convergent sequences). Under these hypotheses, the solvability of the problem (3.1) is completely

characterized by the Fredholm Theorems that are available for it in the form of the following statement (for

clarity, it is desirable to provide a proof of these facts showing that their validity depends on only the

form hypothesized for o,, and is independent of the considerations involved in establishing an approximation

scheme; cf. Ref. 6).

Theorem 3.1. Let the sesquilinear form a on H be the sum 6 + r of bounded sesquilinear forms, with 6

definite and K compact.

(i) The dimensions of Ki(or) and Ar1 (a * ) are finite and equal.

(ii) If A is a bounded conjugate-linear functional on H, then there exists some fo E H such that

o(fo, h) = Ah for all h E H (3.7)

iff the ("soh'ability") condition

Ni(o') C N(A) (3.8)

obtains, in which case the collection of all solutions of (3.1) is given by fo + Xl (ar). Consequently, there

exists a unique solution of(3.1) iff g/(a) = {01 (or, equivalently, iff Ki(a*) = {0}).

(iii) Let M be a subspace of H that is complementary to A.N(a), i.e., such that

AK1(r)fnM={0} and H=ArI(or)+M. (3.9)

Then, whenever A is a bounded conjugate-linear functional on H such that (3.8) holds, there exists

precisely one corresponding fAM E M for which

o(fAM, h) = Ah for all h E H; (3.10)

moreover, there exists M > 0 with the property that, for all such A

11fAM IIH < MIIAII (3.11)

(with hJAi denoting the norm of A).

Proof: Adhering to the notation already introduced, we have T. = T +T, with T6 definite and T, compact.

It is easy to see that the bounded operator T6 is bijective. Indeed, the inequality I(T6g,g)tI >_ c611gl1 ,
holding for all g E H, gives JIT6g11H _> c611g11t for all g, whence we conclude that T6 is injective and has

closed range JZ(T 6 ) (as well as bounded inverse on R(T6) into H). Clearly, the same reasoning can be effected

for T. Thus, IZ(T6 ) = .A(Tf)l-' = H (and I(T ) = A(T 6 ) "L = H), proving the claim. Now we can write,

e.g., T,, = T 6 (I + T 'T,) and argue in the well-known manner, from the validity of the Fredholm Theorems

for a perturbation of the identity by a compact operator, to conclude that those same statements are valid

for T,. Having secured this, all of the assertions of the theorem follow from (3.2) and the equivalence of

(3.1) and (3.4). Thus, (i) holds, in view of the equalities XAfi(a) = MA(T,) and VAl(a*) = I/'(T,*). Further,

there exists Jo E H such that (3.7) is true iff T,,fo = gA (cf. (3.3)), iff g9A E )(T;) 1 = 1 (*), iff
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Ah = (gA, h)H = 0 for all h E Af(ar*), iff (3.8) holds. This proves (ii), the final assertions concerning the
collection of all solutions of (3.1) and the existence of a unique solution now being obviously true. Finally,

for (iii), let Ao E H satisfy (3.7), wherein A is a bounded conjugate-linear functional on H satisfying (3.8)

(such an to existing by (ii)). Writing fo = f, + fAM, with fl E A'V1(o.) and fAM E Ml, then (3.10) clearly

holds, and fAM is the unique element of Ml satisfying (3.10) since MA4 n',(or) = {0}. This reasoning implies

that the bounded operator T, IM (the restriction of T to Al) maps the subspace M bijectively onto the
subspace .Afl(a*)± = A(T*)± , and so has bounded inverse defined on the latter. With M denoting the norm

of this inverse, since TOfAM = gA, inequality (3.11) follows upon noting that I1gAIH = HJAIl. I

For the construction of approximatioas to soluticns of the problem (3.1), we first consider the special

case in which K(a) is the trivial subspace, then treat the general case in which Pfi(a) may be nontrivial,

under an additional hypothesis on a (that will in fact obtain in our subsequent application of the Galerkin

method).

Theorem 3.2. Let the sesquilinear form o on H be the sum 6 + K of bounded sesquilinear forms, with 6
definite and K compact. Suppose further that Ml (o) = {0}. Let A be a bounded conjugate-linear functional
on H, and dertc'e the associated unique solution of(3.1) by fA. Then fA can be convergently approximated

in the norm of H by the Galerkin method for (3.1), by using as coordinate functions any family that is linearly
independent and complete in H. That is, suppose that {h,}'. 1 is linearly independent and complete in H.

Then there exists a positive integer N such that for n > N the system

k=1

possesses a unique solution ( n))=l1 and the resultant sequence (fn := =l l.n )hk) =N converges to fA

in the norm of H. In fact, there exists a positive c that is independent of A and such that

IVA - fn11.q c inf 1[f - fllH for n > N, (3.13)

- EH.

in which Hn is the linear span of {h}=..

Proof: Retrace the reasoning adduced in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Remark 30 of Ref. 6, mutatis mutandis,

replacing the "bilinear" form B and linear functional L of Ref. 6 with the sesquilinear form a and conjugate-

linear functional A, and accounting for the minor difference between the form of the variational problem given

in Eq. (1) of Ref. 6 and that of (3.1). The error inequality (3.13) results from an inspection of the proof of

Theorem 1 of Ref. 6. We have written "bilinear" here in referring to the form B of Ref. 6 because there seems

to be some confusion in terminology, so one must take some care in working through the developments of

Ref. 6. Evidently a complex Hilbert space is considered there, while the form B, hypothesized as "bilinear,"

seems to be treated as sesquilinear in all of the reasoning subsequent to the proof of Theorem 1 of Ref. 6. It

is possible that the term "bilinearity" in Ref. 6 is actually used to indicate the property that is more properly

designated "sesquilinearity"; if this is so, then there has been omitted a sign of complex conjugation in Eq. (3)

of Ref. 6. With the latter change, one can read Ref. 6 with the term "bilinear" replaced by "sesquilinear"

throughout. I

When Ai(a) is nontrivial and the solvability condition (3.8) is fulfilled, iildebrandt and Wienholtz [6]

base their method for approximating a solution of (3.1) upon application of the Galerkin method to the
"symmetrized" problem

find f' E H satisfying &(f',h) = Ah for all h E H, (3.14)
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in which & is the (Hermitian-symmetric) form corresponding to TTS, given by &(g, h) := (TTg, h)H =
u(Tg, h). They show that the Galerkin method can be applied to the problem (3.14) to produce approxima-
tions converging to the unique solution of this problem that also lies in the subspace .M(T*,)± 

- f(TT )±;
if fA is this solution, then f := T*fA is a solution of the original problem (3.1), unique to within an element
of jV(Tq). Although this scheme may be the best one available in the general case, it has some unattractive
features, e.g., one must know how to determine the action of T on the selected co6rdinate functions. Of
course, a method based upon computation of values of the original form a would be much preferred; in at
least one special case, viz., when .Mi(o-) = vf(a*), such a method can be employed (note that this condition
is automatically satisfied if a is Hermitian symmetric). Still, for a complete resolution of the problem one
can evidently not escape the necessity for determining Ni(o'), although some information can be salvaged
without addressing the latter tnqk; cf. the remarkq following the proof of the next theorem.

As a preliminary, let us recall some terminology. Suppose that M is a subspace of H that is comple-
mentary to the subspace AKl(a), i.e., such that (3.9) holds. Then the linear operator Pm : H - H defined
by

PMh:= h2 , wherein h= h + h2 with hi E A(a), h2 E M, for each h e H

is bounded and also a projection (i.e., satisfies P2 = PM), called the operator of projection onto M along
A,(a). Obviously, f(PM) = AKi(a), while I - Pm is also a bounded projection operator, carrying H onto
N, (a) ("along M"), with A(I - PM) = A. Of course, Pm is self-adjoint, i.e., an operator of orthogonal
projection, iff M = Nf(o) ± .

Theorem 3.3. Let the sesquilinear form a' on H be the sum 6 + Pe of bounded sesquilinear forms, with 6
definite and tc compact, and suppose that the equality

Af ,( a = Af ~ a ')( 3 1 5 )

is known to hold. Let M be a subspace of H that is complementary to Al(a), as in (3.9), and denote by Pm
the operator of projection onto M along Ag1 (a). Suppose that A is a bounded conjugate-linear functional
on H for which the solvability condition (3.8) is valid. Then the unique fAM E al satisfying (3.10) can be
convergently approximated in the norm of H by use of the Galerkin method applied to the form a. More
precisely, let {h'}. 1 be a family in H such that {Pmhn}'Oi is linearly independent and complete in the
Hilbert space (A, (., ")H)" Then there exists N such that for n > N the system (3.12) possesses a unique
solution )n.1, and the resultant sequence (fM := n=L 4( ) . c

n = nl (n)P~hk)'N converges to fAmt in the norm

of H. In fact, there exists a positive c independent of A and such that

I[JAM - fn[[H < C inf H[fAM - fllH for n > N, (3.16)

IEPMH,.

with Hn denoting the linear span of {hk} I. 1 '

Proof: As noted in the statement of the Theorem, (A, (, " is a Hilbert space, since .M is assumed to be
closed in H. With aM and Am denoting, respectively, the restrictions of a to .A4 x M and A to Al, consider

/(,m:= I g E M I o'(gh) = 0 for all h E M}.

Suppose that g E A1(aM): then we compute

a(g, h) = (g, Pmh + (I - PM)h) = a(g, (I - PM)h) = 0 for all h E H,

since (I - PM)h E AfM(a) = Afi(o), by (3.15). Thus, g E M fl A(a) = {O}, and so MA/(a'M) is the
trivial subspace. Consequently, it is clear that all of the required hypotheses are fulfilled so that we can
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apply Theorem 3.1(ii) and Theorem 3.2, with H, o,, and A replaced there by (M,(.,")H), a., and A.,
respectively. We conclude first that there is a unique solution of the problem

find flEM such that a (f,h) = Am h for al h E M;

this unique solution clearly coincides with the unique element fAM E M satisfying (3.10), since the latter
holds, in particular, for every h E M. Further, according to Theorem 3.2 and the given properties of the
family Ihn},, there exists N such that for n > N, the system

n

Zm(P hk,PMhl)& = AmPM h, I= 1,...,n, (3.17)
k=l

has a unique solution (I)) =, and the resultant sequence (fn := -k Phk)l=N converges to fAM

in the norm of M, i.e., in the norm of H. But, because of (3.15) and (3.8), we find that

hM(PMhk, PMAI) = u((I - PM)hk + PMht, (I - PM)hl + PMhi))= a(h, hi), k, 1= 1,2,3,...,

and
Am PM hi=A((I-PM)h+PMhi) =Ah, I = 1,2,3,...,

so the system (3.17) coincides with the system (3.12). Finally, the error estimate (3.16) follows from (3.13). 1

We conclude this section with a remark that will be important for the application of Theorem 3.3
that we have in mind, if we should content ourselves in the original fluid-elastic interaction problem with
the approximation of the fluid field alone. Maintaining the setting and notation of this Theorem, suppose
that ft is some normed linear space, L : H --+ ft is a bounded linear operator, and we are interested in

approximating LfAM in the norm of ff. If it should be the case that

.V,(u) C AK(L), (3.18)

then obviously

Lfn= 1-(n)LPmhk = Z (n)Lh., for n > N, (3.19)
k=1 k=1

while the sequence (Lfn)=N converges to LfAM in the norm of H. In our application, we shall have

H = H', or = u, H = H2(r+), and L given by u -* uJr+ • n+, for u E HI (cf. Lemma 2.1), choices for
which (3.15) and (3.18) shall be shown to hold. The point here is that when (3.15) and (3.18) are fulfilled, we

can convergently approximate LfAM with very little explicit information about the subspace .ri(a), clearly

a desirable feature. Indeed, we need only ensure that our choice of co6rdinate family {hn7 n'=1 is such that

{PMhn}o=l is linearly independent (i.e., has the property that the only linear combination ofa finite number

of elements of {hn}n= 1 that belongs to A 1 () is the trivial linear combination, with all coefficients zero) and

complete in (M, (., -)H); in the later application, we will even know that the required completeness property
follows once we have selected a family {h,}', that is complete in H itself (cf. Lemma 4.3, infra). Then,

according to (3.12) and (3.19), the computations necessary to construct approximations converging in ft to

LfJA can be accomplished without further regard for the exact nature of .M'i(a). In general, however, for the

computation of approximations converging in H to fAM itself (which will correspond in our application to

the approximation of the elastic-field portion of the solution of the interaction problem), evidently we cannot

avoid confronting the difficult and expensive eigenvalue problem that must be solved to identify AK, (a) and

so determine how to compute the action of the projection operator Pm. Of course, if we were to know by

some other reasoning that AK (a) = {0} (which will correspond in the upcoming application to .A2,, = {01),
then these difficulties disappear.
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4. SOLVABILITY AND APPROXIMATION-OF-SOLUTION RESULTS FOR THE WEAK
PROBLEMS

In §2, we specified how a solution of the weak version of (P) is to be obtained from a weak solution
of the purely interior problem corresponding to (Po) with data derived from that of (P). Thus, we study
exclusively the weak form of the interior problem corresponding to (Po). Our first goal in this section is
a description of the state of affairs concerning the solvability of the latter problem and the applicability of
the Galerkin method for the generation of a sequence converging to the unique solution when the problem
is uniquely solvable. We are restricting our considerations here, as in §2, to the case in which to E L2 (F,),
although the statement and proof of the following Theorem 4.1 can be modified in an obvious fashion to
permit the weaker hypothesis to E H- (ro).

Theorem 4.1. Recall the regularity conditions placed on Q., the conditions ReK+ > 0 and ImK+ > 0
fulfilled by tc+, and the restrictions A > 0, p > 0 imposed upon the Lam6 parameters.

(i) The dimension of the linear manifold Afnoo) is finite. In particular, nA,, is closed in both Ho and
H1 , and we have the direct-sum decompositions given in (2.26) and (2.27). Thus, there is defined the
(bounded) operator PM, : H' - H 1 of projection onto the subspace M1 along Afa',.,

(ii) There exists a weak solution of the purely interior problem corresponding to (Po(f, to, ')), as in
Definition 2.3, iff the associated conjugate-linear functional A, on H' vanishes on .f i.e., iff

Jr+ (t+ - ( t+ " n+ )n+ ) "U.)Jr + d) r+ + Jr t- "k VJ r- d) r_ + in f. " U,) dA3 -- 0

for every u, E A,0,'. (4.1)

When this condition holds, there exists precisely one weak solution u (E M',,,) for that problem; the
H'-norm of this solution has the bound given by

1IulljH _< MIIA,., _< M {IfoIIHo + IJtolIL,(ro) + 1-/+ - iwJ (I0k'Ir+IIL2 (r+) + 11A,I I0,.n+ iL,(r))},
(4.2)

for some positive M that is independent of the particular set of data {fo, to, p'} chosen as in Terminol-
ogy 2.1 and satisfying (4.1); here, 1IA,11 is the norm of A,, as an element of the anti-dual of H', while

IIA.+1 is the norm of A,+ acting in L2 (F+).

(iii) Suppose that the solvability condition (4.1) holds. Then the unique weak solution u of the purely
interior problem corresponding to (Po(ft., p')) can be convergently approximated in the norm of
H' by using the Galerkin method. More precisely, suppose that (w,,}', is a family in H' such that

PM W,}n=l is linearly independent and complete in the subspace M.o,. of H'; here, completeness
of {w,}'., in HI will suffice to imply the completeness of {Pmiwn}',= in M.1 Then there exists
a positive integer N such that for n > N, the system

n

E a.(wk, w) k = A,,wt, 1 1,...,n, (4.3)
k=1

possesses a unique solution (n))"= ,, and the resultant sequence (u7! := 4k= P. wk)(N con-

verges to u in the norm of 1'. Moreover, the sequence (UnJr+ -n+)n-=N converges to ulr+ - n+ in the
norm of H (F+); since n

un J+ .n+= E G "wk Ir+ .n+ for n > N, (4.4)
k=1
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it follows, in view of the form of the systems in (4.3), that this sequence can be constructed even in
the absence of explicit information concerning the subspace Aij and the operator PMt. Finally, the

following error bounds hold for n > N, c and c' denoting positive numbers that are independent of the

particular set of data {f0, t0 , W'} chosen as in Terminology 2.1 and satisfying (4.1):

II- - U-411H :< C inf 1U VIIH ,

and

11(u - u,)l r+ •n+1 ( <c' inf u - vii,-- vEPMW,.

wherein W,, denotes the linear span of {wk} = 1 .

Concerning the operator P'M, let us interject here an explanatory note: since A(',, C H', it is clear that

the operator on H' of orthogonal projection onto (Arno,) (± ) carries the linear manifold of elements in H'
into itself; in view of (2.25) and (2.27), the restriction of this H0 -orthogonal projection operator to the linear
manifold of elements in H', when regarded as acting in H 1, is just the (nonorthogonal projection) operator

that we have denoted by PMi.

We shall make some remarks on the statements of Theorem 4.1, supposing that it has been proven.

Assuming that the solvability condition (4.1) is fulfilled, it is asserted that there is a unique weak solution

u of the purely interior problem for (Po), and a method is provided for constructing a sequence converging
to this solution in H'. To actually base a computation on this method, we must employ a family {wn},=1

for which the corresponding family of projections {PMiWnn°°= is linearly independent and complete in the
subspace M'1 of H'. Once we have secured such a family {w},1 the numerical solution of the systems

in (4.3) requires no further knowledge about the subspace but evidently we cannot avoid having to
find the projections PMIwn for n = 1,2, 3,..., if we insist on approximating the weak solution u itself, i.e.,

if we wish to compute the un for n > N. However, a further implication of the Theorem is that we shall be
able to approximate convergently in H'2,(r+) the normal component ur+. n+ of the restricted trace of u, i.e.,
that we can compute the uir+ . n+, without troubling to find those projections. In turn, we shall be able
to approximate the function l E W(fD+; x+) satisfying (2.13), the fluid-field portion of the weak solution of
(P) itself, by using Proposition 2.1 (cf. (2.16)). Consequently, we shall be able to calculate approximations
to the fluid-field portion of the fluid-elastic interaction with little information about the possible complex

amplitudes of nonradiating modes for £, and w. It suffices to ensure that our chosen family {w,}j01 is, say,

complete in H' and such that {PM'wn}n1_- is linearly independent, i.e., such that any linear combination

of a finite number of elements chosen from {wn }%,= that lies in is necessarily the trivial combination

with all coefficients equal to zero (cf. Lemma 4.4, infra). We shall remark later, in Proposition 4.1, on the

selection of co6rdinate functions fulfilling this latter requirement.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be carried out by checking that we can apply to the present setting the

abstract developments of the preceding §3; this will be facilitated by the establishment or citation of certain

preliminary results, to which we proceed. The first statement is termed "the coercivity of strains" by Ne~as

and IllavAiek [8], but is more commonly known as "Korn's second inequality" (cf., e.g., Fichera [14]).

Lemma 4.1. Recall that Qo is assumed to be a Lipschitz domain. There exists a positive number co,
depending upon only £o, such that

J {ike[V1ik[V ] + v.- V} dA3 2 ColVI21 for every v E H'. (4.5)

Proof: The statement is proven in Theorem 3.4 of Ref. 8 for the case in which the underlying Sobolev space

comprises R 3 -valued functions. But it is clear that this also suffices to cover the present situation, in which the

elements of H' are C 3 -valued, since we have, for v E H', the equalities Ejk[v]ejk[V] = Ejk[Rev]Ejk[Rev] +
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ejk[ImY] jk[Imv] and i~II = iRevIt, + IlImvI, for k = 0, 1. Alternately, one can appeal to the
reasoning in Ref. 14, carried out under the assumption that the domain 0o satisfies merely a "restricted cone
hypothesis" (and again for RW-valued functions). I

For the sesquilinear form o, , defined on H 1 by (2.20), the associated "linear manifolds of degeneracy"
.N'(ov) and A/'(u,) in H' are defined as in §3. Recall the definition (2.24) of the linear manifold A/A, of
complex amplitudes of weak nonradiating modes in H'.

Lemma 4.2. .A1 = Ni(0",) = l(o ).

Proof: Let u,, E fifdor), so that u,, E H 1 and a,(u ,v) = 0 for every v E H'. In particular, r,'(u,, u )
0, and this implies, in turn, from (2.20), that

Im (K2.A+,,(u,[p+ . n+), u,r+, -n+).(r+) = 0. (4.6)

By (2.1), we must have ujlr+ .n = 0, so that u,, belongs to Hi. + (cf. (2.23)). But then (2.22) is true,
as well (cf. the form of v,, in (2.20)), whence the inclusion u, E , results. Thus, Af,(or,,) C A/
The reversed inclusion obviously holds, so A',l(or +) = V1. Similarly, the assumption u, E Ar,(a,*,), i.e.,
u. E H1 and a, (v, u,) = 0 for every v E H', leads again to (4.6), from which the reasoning can be carried
through as before, with trivial modifications, to arrive at the equality A/,(o) = P1_, in view of the fact
that the first integral appearing in the definition of a,, generates an Hermitian-symmetric form on H 1. U

Lemma 4.3. If {w,,n__ is a family complete in H', then the corresponding collection {PM1w,,} = is
complete in the Hilbert space (Ma.,,, (', ")H-), wherein PM, : H' -- H 1 denotes the operator of projection
onto M10.,, along 1A/AW

The statement of Lemma 4.3 anticipates the fact that H' has the direct-sum decomposition given in
(2.27). Therefore, we choose to defer the proof of this Lemma until after we have established that A,., is
finite-dimensional in the course of the proof of Theorem 4.1 (without using Lemma 4.3!).

Proof of Theorem 4.1: At the outset, we observe that the sesquilinear form a. and the conjugate-linear
functional A,, are obviously bounded on H 1 . We wish to show that 0'. can be written as the sum of a definite
form and a compact form, i.e., that it satisfies the fundamental hypothesis required in the developments of
§3. To this end, let us define the sesquilinear forms 6(-, .) and tc,(-, .) on H I by setting

(II, := J V) + 2/u. / dA3

o for u, v E H1.

K.(u, v) := -(2p + eow2) u. VdA3 + V+C 2KI(A.+ (ulr+ • n+))Vlr+ .n+ dr+

Clearly, o, = 6 + ,.,. The definiteness of (the Hermitian-symmetric form) 6 follows from Lemma 4.1, upon
recalling that A > 0 and p > 0, for, we can write

6(v, v) = f {AIEkk[v1l 2 + 2Pljk [v]4VI + 2pv -V} d\ 3  211 J,0{ek[Vlcik[-V + V ;} dA3

> c 122,covH, for v E H'. (4.7)

The compactness of K, is a simple consequence of the compactness of both the natural injection map carrying
H' into H' and the operator v - vlr+ .n+ taking H' into L2(F+) (for the latter, cf. Lemma 2.1(i)), coupled
with the boundedness of A,+ on L2 (F+). We remark that the compactness of A,,+ is not needed here, but
could have been used to produce the same conclusion if we knew only that v i-. vJr • n+ is bounded from
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H' into L2 (r+). Thus, we can apply Theorem 3.1. By doing so, we find first, from statement (i) of that
Theorem, that

dim = dim W,/(o1 ) = dimA/X(a,) < oo, (4.8)

having also used Lemma 4.2 to get the first equality here. Moreover, by Theorem 3.1(i), there exists some
U E H' satisfying (2.28) ifff, (a,) C AW(A,,), or, again by Lemma 4.2, iff AWA C W(A,), an inclusion that
is equivalent to the explicit condition given in (4.1), in view of the definitions in (2.21), (2.23), and (2.24).

Now we know, in particular, that i.l, is closed in H 0 (and in H'), so (2.26) holds, whence (2.27) follows:

M 1  is a subspace of H' that is complementary to .A/(o(u) By the direct-sum decomposition of
(2.27), there is induced the (bounded) projection operator PM, of H' onto M'o,, along KA. (= A (o-4).
Taking M = M'.,, in Theorem 3.1(iii), we can assert, when (4.1) obtains, that there exists precisely one
U E M1o,, that fulfills the requirement (2.28), and so provides the unique weak solution of the purely
interior problem corresponding to (Po); (3.11) implies that the H'-norm of this element has the bound given
in (4.2) (with M independent of the data generating A.), since it is easy to see from (2.21) that IIAII, the
norm of A, as an element of the anti-dual of H1, is less than the number in brackets on the right in (4.2).

This completes the proof of (i) and (i4).

To establish (iii), in which we are given that (4.1) holds, we denote by u E M',, the unique weak
solution of the purely interior problem for (Po). We wish to invoke Theorem 3.3, making the obvious
identifications H - H', o, = o, M = M'.,,, etc; this is permissible by the facts discovered in the proof of
(i) and (i4) and by Lemma 4.2 (giving (3.15)). With the additional use of Lemma 4.3, all of the conclusions
of (iii) now follow immediately. For example, the convergence of the sequence (U, Ir+ -n+)n=N to ulr+ .n+

in the norm of H1(P+) results simply from the convergence of (un)n=N to u in the norm of H' and the
boundedness of the operation v - vlr + • n+ on H' into H (r+) (Lemma 2.1(ii)). The equalities of (4.4)
are true because (I - PMI)wk lies in Ah/'., for each k, so that wklr+ .n+ = (PM.wk)Ir+ • n+. Concerning
the error estimates displayed, the first is a direct result of (3.16), and the second follows from the first (by
Lemma 2.1(ii)). I

Finally, we give the

Proof of Lemma 4.3: Recall the Hermitian-symmetric sesquilinear form 6 defined on H 1 in the proof of

Theorem 4.1. Inequality (4.7) shows first that 6(., .) is an inner product on H'I, and then, when combined
with the boundedness of b, that the norms induced by b(.,.) and (-, ')ap on the complex linear space of
elements in H' are in fact equivalent:

IIVI2 ,HI(,V : ,1V1

2,collvll, _ 6(v,v) _ co HvllH1  for v E H1,

for some positive ct,. By H, we denote the collection of elements in H'1 equipped with the inner product

b(-, .). Then H' is complete along with H, and the two Hilbert spaces are isomorphic qua Banach spaces;
a family is complete in H' iff it is complete in 11. The linear manifold M'i,, is closed in H', since we

already know that it is closed in H'; a family is complete in the Hilbert space (M (., ) if that family

is complete in the Hilbert space (M .... I(., .)).

Let us suppose, for the moment, that the inclusion

A.,C (A1 _(±)6 (4.9)

has been shown to hold, wherein (A., )(f6 indicates the orthogonal complement of Wo in H1, and

check that the claim of Lemma 4.3 follows therefrom. Thus, suppose that {w,_)L is a family complete
in H1; then it is also complete in H. Let u be an element of M.,,, that is 6-orthogonal to the family

{PMI W, }I -- of projections:

6(u, PM, w) = 0 forn= 1,2,3,.
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Then, since (I- PMI)wn E A(AO for n > 1, with (4.9) we get

6 (u, wn) = 0 for n = 1,2, 3....

and so conclude that u = 0. This shows that the collection {PM'wn}=l is complete in ( _ b(.)),
whence it is also complete in (M'.,,, (', ")H.).

Therefore, for the completion of the proof, it is sufficient to verify (4.9). Then, let u E M.o,,, i.e.,
by (2.25), let u E HI and fu u. ut.. d,\a = 0 whenever u, E A',o,,. As a consequence, according to the
definition in (2.24), we must have

J ,, u) dA3 = J {A,.(Uw),Ui) - O iW2u i • ) dA3 = 0 for every u. E .A, ,, .  (4.10)

Clearly, then, 6(u, u,) = 0 whenever u, is in A'o,, implying that (4.9) is correct.

Before leaving the proof, we note parenthetically that equality actually obtains in (4.9):

Indeed, if we suppose that u E i .e., that u E H 1 and

{,,(u , U) + 2pu, -U} dA3 = 0 for every u,, E A2~,

then the latter equality together with the second equality in (4.10) show that fa. u,, iUdA3 = 0 for every

u. E AW, so U E ( H' = M',,,. 0

Let us return to the linear-independence question: we wish to know useful sufficient conditions on a
family {w,j__ C H 1 under which we shall be certain that {P Mwn}'1 is linearly independent. It is quite
simple to prove that this linear independence obtains for any such family that is itself linearly independent
and comprises piecewise-polynomials, as in the usual applications of the finite-element methods. We begin
by recording an obvious necessary and sufficient criterion for the linear independence of a collection of
projections {PMwn _ 1)'.

Lemma 4.4. Let {wn}1'i be a family in H' and PM, the operator in H' of projection onto M1°, along
,A,, Then { PMI wn}n'= is linearly independent iff for each positive integer N, the inclusion 'n=1 anwn E

A ,lo, for some {an n=1 C C implies that a, = = aN = 0. In particular, the linear independence of
{w,),n0=1 is necessary for the linear independence of {P M w}-n=.l

Proof: For the necessity, suppose that {P Mw,}J=L, is linearly independent, let N be a positive integer,N EN

and let {an}n'1 be a complex set with En=l anwn E o, Then = OnPmiwfl = 0, whence a,
.'. = aN = 0, by the linear independence of the family of projections. In particular, the vanishing of

E'N I awn gives al , = aN = 0, SO {wn}l,= is linearly independent. For the sufficiency, let theN IN

condition hold, and suppose that E-,= a,PMIw = 0, for some positive integer N and complex set {an,},=.N A

Then -n=1 anwn E N . so we must have a, . = aN = 0, implying that {P Mwn}'=L is linearly
independent. N

As usual, by a (C3 -valued) polynomial in R3 we mean a function on R 3 of the form x - E00_ <K eOXa,
for some nonnegative integer K and collection {Ca}<l0_<jaK lying in C'; the standard notation x" :=
Xz' x Xc '

3 is used here, for a 3-index a = (Ol,C 2 , 3 t) and an x E R 3. A C 3 -valued function w defined
A3 -a.e. in 2, is said to be a piecewise-polynomial in 02, iff there exists a family {O; of pairwise-disjoint

open subsets of 2, such that the complement 2, \ UJJ= 1 Oj has A3-measure zero and each of the restrictions
wlOj, j = 1,..., J, coincides in Oj with some polynomial (perhaps depending upon j).
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Proposition 4.1. Let the family {w,,}0_ 1 lie in H 1, and suppose that each w,, is a piecewise-polynomial

in 11,,. Then {P Mw)}9=l is linearly independent iff {w,}, 10 is linearly independent.

Proof: By Lemma 4.4, we need only demonstrate the sufficiency. Then, let {w, }, be linearly independent.

Let N be a positive integer, {anNL C , Ase'.ta ; according to Lemma 4.4,

we must show that a, - = aN = 0. Now, as already pointed out in §2, each element of AroW has real-

analytic real and imaginary parts, and is a classical solution of (1.27), so EN=, anw, has these properties.

Since each w,, is a piecewise-polynomial in Q, it is easy to see that we can find an open subset of Q,

in which _n=l atwn coincides with a polynomial. Therefore, by the uniqueness theorem for real-analytic

functions (cf, e.g., Ref. 16), EI anwn must coincide with that polynomial throughout f,. Consequently,

the sum must vanish in (Q, since (1.27) has no nontrivial polynomial solutions (because 0,w
2 > 0). Now the

N

equality -n=l anwn = 0, coupled with the linear independence of 1w,}0=1, implies the desired conclusion

al=...=aN=O, I

Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.1 imply that the computation of approximations to the fluid-field portion

of the unique weak solution of the fluid-elastic interaction problem (P) (corresponding to data fulfilling the

requisite solvability condition) can be carried out in complete ignorance of the dimension of.A, if we select

the family {w }'_ 1 of co6rdinate functions to comprise piecewise-polynomials in Qo, taking care to ensure

only that the particular such family chosen is complete in H 1 and linearly independent. But the denseness

of H' in H' and standard results from the theoretical foundations of finite-element methods concerning

the interpolation of elements in H 2 by appropriate piecewise-polynomials in H 1 (cf., e.g., Theorem 8.2.2 of

Ref. 17) show how to construct co6rdinate families of piecewise-polynomials in Qo that are also complete in

H'. Of course, none of this helps in overcoming the difficulties involved in computing approximations to the

elastic part of the weak solution of the problem when either it is known that Aio is nontrivial or there is

no a priori assurance that .o, {0}.

5. ON THE DERIVATION OF THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR LIMITING-AMPLITUDE

CONDITIONS

This section is devoted to the promised motivation for accepting (1.34) and (1.36) as limiting-amplitude

conditions, i.e., under sufficiently stringent assumptions concerning the asymptotic approach to a time-

harmonic state, as conditions satisfied by the assumed-to-exist complex limiting amplitudes u and p of the

(assumed-to-exist) solution (U, it) of the fundamental initial-value problem governing the time-dependent

fluid-elastic interaction, as described in §1. Actually, the interior and exterior aspects can be treated essen-

tially separately; specifically, we shall provide the desired assertions in the form of two theorems, the first

concerning solutions of the damped-wave equation (1.10) (and providing a basis for taking the Sommerfeld

condition (1.34) as the appropriate limiting-amplitude condition for any boundary-value problem for (1.23),

with r.+ as specified), the second involving solutions of the Navier equations (1.11).

Consistently, we shall denote by d+(x) the distance between a point x C R3 and F+:

d+(x) := dist(x, F+) := min ly - xj.
yEr+

For brevity, in this section we shall write c and - in place of c+ and t+, respectively.
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Theorem 5.1. Let Q+ C R3 be as specified in §1 and §2. Thus, Q+ is connected and the complement of
the closure of a bounded and connected open set of type R2; as before, set F+ :9f2 +. Let c > 0 and -t E C,
with either -y = 0 or Re -y > 0. Let ( E C 2 (Q+ x R) satisfy

( +C-2(D,4 + _C2 (DA,4 = 0, in f2+ x R, (5.1)

and vanish in f2+ x (-oo, 0):
4 (., t) = 0 inQ+ fort <0. (5.2)

Suppose that, for some real positive w, 0 can be written in the form

P(., t) = IT(., t)+ (.)e - i, in 2+ for each t E R, (5.3)

wherein 9 E C'(Q+) and -V E CI(f2+ x R), with the latter fulfilling the following conditions of transience
and boundedness:

Iim 'IV(y, s) = 0 whenever y E Q+ (5.4)1
8 00

and, for certain positive numbers b,, and M,

lim (D(y, s) = 0 and lim grad 'I'(y, s) = 0 if y E fQ+ and 0 < d+(y) < 6o, (5.4)2

and

iV(y,s)J I_ M, 1t' (y,s) <_ M, and Igrad $r(y, s) 1 M

for y E Q+ with 0 <d+(y) < 6 and s > 0. (5.5)

Then V has real and imaginary parts that are real-analytic in Q+ and satisfies both (1.23) and (1.34), wherein
the complex K+ = K+(; c, y) is computed as in (1.19) and (1.20).

We remark that (5.3) obviously implies that the hypothesized V) must have more regularity than is indicated
by its inclusion in C1 (f+ x R). Theorem 5.1 is easy to prove because the hypotheses have been adjusted to
make it so; our only interest here lies in showing that (1.34) must hold when a solution of (1.10) evolves in a
"reasonable" manner from a quiescent state to approach a time-harmonic form with the complex amplitude
p. A far more difficult question concerns the formulation of conditions on the shape of F+ and the forcing
terms in the problem under which this approach to a time-harmonic state is assured. Similar remarks are
pertinent to the next theorem.

It is very convenient to couch the statement and proof of Theorem 5.2 in terms of Hilbert-space-valued
functions on R; for the basic definitions and results concerning such maps, one can consult, e.g., Refs. 18
and 19. With a separable Ililbert space H, we associate the collection C(R; H) of all functions on R into
H that are strongly continuous, i.e., that are continuous when H is equipped with the topology induced
by its inner-product structure. For a positive integer m, by Cm(R; H) we denote the family of all elements
U C C(R; Ht) possessing m strong derivatives U(1 ) - U',..., U(m) that are also in C(R; H), "strong" here
signifying that the derivatives are defined with respect to the inner-product structure of H. For integration
of such functions over subsets of R, we use the Bochner theory (cf. Refs. 18 and 9), although the strong
Riemann integral (cf. Ref. 19) will suffice, in view of the continuity hypotheses that we pose in the upcoming
assertions (in the interest of simplicity). If we were to weaken these hypotheses to allow for the existence of
derivatives in a generalized sense, then use of the Bochner theory would be essential.
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Theorem 5.2. With setting and notation as set forth in §1 and §2, let the functions Fo : R -, HO,
To : R - L2(ro), and %P+ : R -* H*(F+) vanish in (-oo,0). Let F. belong to C(R;H ° ) and To be
contained in C(R; L2(F.)). Suppose further that, for some w > 0,

F,(t) = Fo(t) + fe - oa
for each t r R, (5.6)

To(t) = Tr(i) + toe -'"wJ

wherein fo E H ° and to E L2 (Fo), while

lim IlFo(t)IfHo = lim IIT'(t) - T'.(t) . n+n+llL,(r+) = rlim [IT (t)IIL,(r_) = 0. (5.7)

Let U : R - H 2 vanish in (-oo, 0), belong to C 2(R; H ° ) when regarded as taking values in H ° , and satisfy

-oU"(t) A-, U(t) = Fo(t) for each t E R, (5.8)

along with
Tn+[U(t)] = T+(t) + 'P+(t)n+

for each t E R. (5.9)
T'- tU(t)] =T_ (t)

Suppose that U has the form

U(t) = UT (t) + ue - i wt , t E R, (5.10)

for some u E H' and U' E C 2 (R; H0 ), the latter satisfying the conditions of transience

lira. IIU'(j)(t)iHo = 0 forj = 0,1, and 2. (5.11)

Then, for eveirv u, E Af.1 ,,

t.IF~vIrdAr+j fOffwde\3 =O, (5.12)

and

u u..,d) a3 ~ - j {j T'(s).Vkjrod.\,o+j F'(s) . ilidAa} e' ds. (5.13)

The proof of Theorem 5.1 can be carried out in a straightforward manner with the use of an extension
of the classical Kirchhoff representation for certain solutions of the usual wave equation ((5.1) with - = 0;
cf., e.g., Ref. 20) to cover the more general case of the damped-wave equation (5.1). This extension can be
established with the aid of a causal fundamental solution for the hyperbolic operator in question (cf., e.g.,
Ref. 21). Alternately, one can proceed as in the proof of the representation result that we provide in the form
of Lemma A.1 of the Appendix; it is convenient to introduce here some additional notation in preparation
for the use of that Lemma. When x E RI, let the corresponding distance-function r. on R' be defined by

rx(y) := ly - x foryEfR3 .

Suppose that * is a complex function defined on a cylinder F x R, for some F C R3. With *I, c > 0, and
any chosen x E R 3 and t E R, we associate a function defined on F, denoted by ['](x,) F - C and termed
the (c-)retardation of %P with respect to (x, t), according to the rule

: y, t - Irx(y)) for each y E F.
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Recall our convention of §1: for an appropriate complex function 'I defined in Q+ x R, by %P,.+ we mean the

function on r+ x R obtained by taking the spatial normal derivative at fixed values of the fourth argument.
That is, ,.+(-, t) := %P(.,t),,,n+ on r+ for t E R.

Proof of Theorem 5.1: We shall first assume that R3 \U+ is of type R1 , 4. r C2 (i+ x R), 4D' E C'(Q+ x R),

p E C'(i!+), (5.4), holds for every y E ?+, and (5.4)2 and (5.5) are valid for y E r+ instead of for the

points y specified there. Notice that then (5.3), as well as the corresponding equalities between the extended
first partial derivatives, must hold in all of ?i+ for each t E R. Under these conditions, we shall show that

p must be given in Q+ by

I(x) = -i-+ j i"+"' ) np for x E Q+. (5.14)

Then, returning to the original hypotheses, and setting, for e > 0,

(+), := {y E Q+ I d+(y) > e},

we shall have shown that (5.14) holds with Q+ replaced by (Q+), (and, of course, r+ repiaced by a(Q2+)), for

any sufficiently small positive c. From this, clearly it shall follow that p has real-analytic real and imaginary
parts in all of Q+, that (1.23) holds, and that therefore (1.34) is true, the latter obtaining because Iric+ > 0

(as pointed out in §1). Thus, it suffices to prove (5.14) under the modified hypotheses listed; in particular,
it is to be understood for the remainder of the proof that (5.4) and (5.5) are taken to hold for each y E r+.

With this agreement in force, we have the representation for 4) available by appropriately specializing

in the statement of Lemma A.I. Specifically, taking 70 = 0 and 7y = 7 there, we get

I ( - r  / 2 c  
7-Y x / c_ ( - y . 2 \ ,

I (e-Yr-2 c :+(),n+)

rt r- (, /(

-Y 10 y(~t-)/2 {g'y(j r) 2  2 -r) r)
+2c 0 e- -2 r ".

+- 1(r2),n+g- ((t - r)2 - r2) T(,r)} dr} dAr+

for xE + and t R. (5.15)

Here, with h. denoting the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order v, the function g, : R\{O} - C

is defined to vanish for negative values of its argument and to be given by

g,(S) . (Ts2/2) for s > 0; (5.16)
82

then g., 1(0, cc) E C ([0, c)). In particular, go = 0, so that the terms in (5.15) that contain g., vanish for

the ordinary wave equation, and this gives the classical Kirchhoff representation.

Now, let x be a point chosen in Q+; since W(x) = limt-.oo e"(t)(x, t). we examine the product ewt4I)(x, t)

for t E R. Employing (5.15) and observing that, by (5.3) and the additional regularity assumptions noted,
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[I(x,t)(Y) = [ ](.,t)(Y) + o(Y)e - iwte iwr.(y)/c, [,4](x,1 )(Y) = [',4](x.t)(Y) - iwV(y)e - iweiw r7(Y)/C, and

[4', fl+](Xf)(y) =-" [,n+](xt)(y) + p, n+(y)e-wtewr =(Y)Ic hold for y E F+, we find

-w-'[(x ]t) ,wt f- - , + 1e-r. 2 C) !,-r. / -c) )e r+ ( Xrx ' [ " ++4 n) Pt +(,t)

1 (e--r/2c) 
X+[V+ \ r, rxi 16

_2e-±2-j/ {g/ ((t -r)2 +r) ' n +( r)

+ !~ (r 2),n+g ((t-)- T(., r)} dr} dAr+

1 (e - 1r l/ ((e- arC. n 2

47rrx +rx 8C2
41 -" { (k + (e-/c),n)

+ j "' e- (t-7) {gY (t - r)2 1r2) ' +

+ 1 (r 2),.+g (t - )2 _ 1 .r2) 9V} dr} dArk

for t E R, (5.17)

having set
a E a(w, Y) - iW. (5.18)2

In the second integral over r+ on the right in (5.17), a simplification has resulted from the combination

(e-,yr 12c' iwr., c + i. ( - ar . l c )  ( -ar l/c

),+e ) rx r. )'n+' on r+.

We write (5.17) in the form

e'iw"'(xt) - 4 (Xt) - 12(X,0,

Il(x, t) denoting the first integral over F+ appearing on the right, 12(x, t) denoting the second. We intend
to show that

lim Ii(x,t) = 0 (5.19)
t 00

and

im 1 2 (X -t)---(' - (-- -),n+jo dY, (5.20)
t-00 r+ f ( r. ) \rx

whence (5.14) shall follow, and the proof will be effectively complete, as outlined. The equalities (5.19) and

(5.20) are established by considering in turn the various terms appearing in I,(x, t) and 12(x, t), identifying

for each integrand its pointwise limit as t -+ oo and an estimate valid for all sufficiently large t, in such a
way that the Dominated-Convergence Theorem of Lebesgue will be applicable to give the limiting value of

that term. Introducing the number
d+(x) := max ]y - xl,

yEr+

henceforth, unless otherwise specified, we suppose (at least) that t > d+(x)/c, so that t - rx(y)/c is positive

for all y E r+.
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With this plan in mind, we examine first the integral
Ie--yr/2c) ,

z ,( , r) ( r. ](7 .<,t) r .

Since [VnTn+ (y) = ,n- (y, t - rx(y)/c) for ev4-rv Y E r+, it is clear from (the modified form of) (5.4)2
that the integrand here converges pointwise on 1+ to zero as t --+ oo. Moreover, it is just as clear that the
integrand is majorized in modulus by

max I,.n y, t- r.(y) < d+----1+x YF ( ) M:d+x d+ (x

for all t > d+(x)/c, the inequality here following from (the modified form of) (5.5). Consequently, the
Dominated-Convergence Theorem allows the assertion that limt-.o III (x, t) = 0. The integrals correspond-
ing to the second and third terms in the integrand of 11(x, t) can be shown also to have limit zero, in a
similar manner, by using the other (modified) hypotheses in (5.4) and (5.5). Now (5.19) has been verified if

= 0, so we assume in the further reasoning concerning It (x, t) that Re- > 0.

Next, let

114 (xt) f Jy(t-r)2g_, ((t - )2
- ,4r In+ .,r)d7dAr+,

J + JO~x 
i

which can be witten

114(X, t) = / / e-T/2 I 1 (/2 C r/c2) 2 /2) -) + - rh0 7"- ho(t -r)drdr+, (5.21)J'Jo(7 2 - r2/c2)12

wherein h0 denotes the Heaviside function:

ho(s) 0 ifs <O,
h1 ifs>O.

Once again, with (5.4)2 it is evident that the integrand in (5.21) converges to zero as t --+ oo, pointwise on
r+ x (0, co). To derive an acceptable uniform estimate for the modulus of that integrand, we need some
information about the behavior of I, when its argument lies in the right half-plane and has large modulus. A
standard asymptotic result for I,(z) when the principal argument arg z is restricted by I argzl < (r/2) -6b,
with 6 fixed in (0, 7r/2) (cf., e.g., Eq. (5.11.10) of Ref. 22), coupled with the fact that now Re7 > 0, shows
that there exist positive numbers M(7) and si,(7) such that

Re -ey/2 ( ____II,(ysL/2)J < e I + for s > s,(). (5.22)

Thus, for y E r-, T > V(d+(x)/c) 2 + 81(7)2, and any t, the modulus of the integrand in (5.21) at (y, r;t)
is bounded by

e( yR/-) 2 ,,+e(y,t -r)h (t- r)l < M
(71JI7)1(72 - (rx(y)/C)2)1 - I _y ( 1l)(r2 - (d+(x)/c)2) 11

Meanwhile, in the remaining (bounded) portion r+ x (0, VI(d+(x)/c)2 + si(-y)2] of r+ x (0, o), and for,
say, t > 0, it is easy to see that the integrand in (5.21) is uniformly bounded in modulus, in view of
the boundedness of g, on bounded subsets of (0, cc) and of $D,.+ on r+ x (0, o). Consequently, there is a
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nonnegative element of L1 (r+ x (0, oo)) dominating the modulus of the integrand in (5.21) for all sufficiently
large t, whence limt-. Z14 (x, t) = 0.

Denoting by Z15(x, t) the final term of Zt(x, t), an integration by parts produces

2{ --ft-r,2g (t_7)I 5(X,it):= 2jj (rx),n+ eY(1/g ( - T2 4r) V(-,r) drdAr+

"y _( , /2, ,,,o+ + ( 0 +) + r, .+ e 2 .2
=4- + {+ ( x), -T-- (., )g, t - cT2"V

+ (r 2 ),n+ 4(., r) + + It -V (, r)

(e.Y(1t;r/2) - (t - r )2 r 2iiT) dr , (5.23)

with gy(O+) := lim , _ 0 + gy(s) = y/4. Obviously, the integral corresponding to the first term in the integrand
on the right in (5.23) can be treated by essentially the same reasoning applied to 111(x, .) and so vanishes
in the limit as t -- oo. For the second term in the integrand, with the aid of (5.22) we derive the estimates

I(rx2),n+(y) e_.Y/2 ?P1(y,0)g.Y (t2- -r2 (y))2de- (x/ e¢ e/ /

< 2d+(x) '_'Re-y/2 e ~ '"-(r.(Y)/c)')'2/2 1 + X. IV} ,0
t (,d.f)(t2 - (r(y)/C) 2) 1 +(t2 (.(y)/)2))

<4d+(x) max I'D (z, 0)

(?r y1) 2t (t2 - (d+ (x)/c) 2) ZEI +

for all y E r+ and all sufficiently large t > d+(x)/c, (5.24)

showing at once that the corresponding integral of this term over r+ has limit zero as t -- oc. The same
assertion can be proven for the final (iterated-integral) term on the right in (5.23) by proceeding along the
lines of the analysis carried out for 714 (x, .); only straightforward modifications are required, so we omit the
details. The limit equality in (5.19) can now be regarded as established.

Turning to 12(x, -), it is first of all obvious that (5.20) is true if y = 0, since go = 0 and -cr(w, 0)/c =
iw/c = K+(w; c, 0). Thus, we suppose in the remainder of the proof that Re - > 0. At the outset, we perform
integrations by parts in the inner integral appearing in 12(x, t), once for the term involving g., and twice for
the term containing g'.. In the former, we base the computation on the observation

-7g r((t _ )2 - r (y )/c2) - (7; y, ) for 0 < 7 < t - rx(y)/c, with y E r+ and t > d+(x)/c, (5.25)
2 !"Y x(t - )

wherein, for such r, y, and t,

G.y(r;y,t) =0 ((t r) T2 - x

in the term involving g' , a first integration by parts results in the appearance of g,, whereupon (5.25) is
used once again, to effect a second integration by parts. With K, denoting Macdonald's function of order v
(cf. Ref. 22), sometimes also called the modified Bessel function of the third kind and order v (cf. Ref. 23),
we use the equality

K±(z) =(2z) P-, for z 0 0 and IargzI < 7r, (5.26)
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to replace the appearance of the exponential function in favor of Kj, subsequently applying the well-known

formula asserting that the derivative of the function z i.- z - K.(z) is simply the function z '-* -z- Kv+ (z).

In this manner, we find

\ire -) (t- _r) 2  r(2 (y) dr

2C' 0, C2): X :

and
"7 o~t 'r(Y) e- (t-r)a Y (t  _ 7-)2  2 r (y)) 7

2 e - ' (Y )/ C " e - a (2 )

- 16c 2 r(y) +40 t g"f 2 ,Xy)

-2 (ar(y))3 + ( ())

a 1 1 1

_C { (t + (,t)2} e-aio ( (t2 - r, (Y)))

2 jL.JY) KojrtT) .x() r

each holding for all y E F+ and t > d+(x)/c. Insertipg these results into the expression for 72(x, t) and

performing some rearrangements and simplifications (under which all terms involving the exponential e- r./c

disappear), we come to

11~-§I,,(I C(t2 r212 (X,t) +e-t 2 C2

l( e--t 11 (-y(t 2 - r /C2)

X 1/2)
+ 40(y t t2 -r, } C)1X(

+2(, - (t r2) (r2)d+,P dAr+
+ (~)~ ~ + f-~ Ki~a1-t') e2 10 (t 2 12) )~'~ rr

+ (2)" jj Ci 2o ( ( r)2 r2) ') 9r,ndr dr+

for t > d+(x)/c. (5.27)

There is no difficulty in showing that the first integral on the right in (5.27) approaches zero as t -- oo,

since we have available for each of the terms in the integrand an estimate of the sort appearing in (5.24)
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(used to analyze the second term in the integral over r+ on the right in (5.23)). One should note here that
Rea = Re(-f/2), while both Ir+ and p,.+ are now in C(r+), and so are bounded.

Finally, we must deal with the second and third integrals taken over r+ on the right in (5.27). To
evaluate the pointwise limits of the integrands, i.e., of the inner integrals, we first write

1 22(Yt;x):= (2) -! j'-rX Kd(a(t-r))7 ( (it-r )2- clr2(Y))) dr

(2)____ Vt r.()/~~(2 (y)/C2 )1~(~~~~)I G --(I ~(ar a(r) 7-dr (5.28)
T 0 (2 + r2(y)/c2) 2

and

12\ ~~ i-r.(y) Kk (ae(t - Tr)) ( -r)-1 2 '\d
1 23(Y, t; x):= ) j(r2 ),n(Y) f 2t1(1 (t-" _ c2x (y) dr

= ~ ' - - (C,~.\fK (7-2 + r.2(y)/c 2 ) 2) (\ d

= J 2 "0(x)'D+ (uJ 0  (r2 + r2(y)/c2) 2

for y E r+ and t > d+(x)/c.

Now, for the evaluation of the limits as t -* oo of the integrals on the right in (5.28) and (5.29), we have
prepared Lemma A.2 of the Appendix. In the statement of that Lemma, we wish to take a = rx(y)/c (with
y chosen in r+), iy/2 = -(Im-y/2)+i(Re -y/2), and z = a =(Re -y/2) + i((Im-y/2) - ); in particular,
we shall then have

Jo(0-) = Jo i - I0 (-r) for r > 0

(with J 0 denoting, of course, the Bessel function of the first kind and order zero) and Re z = Im/4 =
Re7/2 > 0, and consequently must use equality (A.19) for the evaluation of the limits in question. With
these identifications,

2+ 482 = -w(w + i-1) = Jw)(w + 0,)

in which we have denoted the principal argument of w(w + i-y) by V. Since Re t > 0 (and W > 0), V lies in
(0, r), whence 0 - ir lies in (-7r, 0), and we compute, recalling (1.19),

Vfz-+ 02 = V-w(w + iy) = Iw(w + i7)lei / 2 e- i /2 = -iw(w + i7 ) =-

Provided that Ref > 1, (A.19) then gives

j ,

(72 + r(y)/c2)l 2 j ' r( )

- iC2  ,) ' KK- I (-i/+rx(y)). (5.30)

By first taking 3/2 in (5.30) and recalling (5.26), it is easy to check that

lim 1 22 (yt;x) = Y for each y E r+; (5.31)
t-00 r--x(Y)
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by setting = 5/2 in (5.30) and using (5.26) with the recursion relation for K to compute

Ka(z) = (l + ) Ki(z) = (7r) - + Z

one also finds

2-x i + e eir+r.(y)

lir 123(y,t;x) rx(y)rO,n+(y) (K ) { ( + (. ) 2 }
(+r, )/+(Y) for each y E F+. (5.32)

Now, to prove that the pointwise limits in (5.31) and (5.32) imply (5.20), we have only to produce appropriate
estimates for the integrands of the second and third integrals taken over r+ in (5.27). To this end, we cite
the bound

IK"(as)) e: - for s > i (a), (5.33)

wherein MfI(a) and gc(a) are certain positive numbers depending upon only the indicated parameters,
following from an asymptotic formula for KC(z) that is valid when I argzl < r- 6, with 6 fixed in (0,7r)
(cf. Eq. (5.11.9) of Ref. 22). With this, we find that the integrands in question are uniformly bounded for
y E r+ and all sufficiently large t. For example, consider the second term on the right in (5.27): if y E r+
and t > t0 > d+(x)/c,

+2 --- ) 0 '- r'd)

14. 1 Ka (r) , ) 1l 2

max cO.() 2  r2Y) d
ZEF+ Ir y 171 ~2 ( 2

1 12TKa (r) r2 (ry)~) dr}

By using (5.33) and recalling (5.22), the second integral on the right here is, for a fixed, sufficiently large to,

4 t e- (RePc)" e(R-ey/2)(-,.2 (y)/c2) 4 00 1

(2II) 1/tf 2(2 -r2 (y)/) (2la1\* 2J -(2C2,
-- \II (1)o ) - (d+(x)/)

and, for that to, the first integral on the right is

') t IK .1(_ar)I d7,

l(2s) 2 Jid+(x) 72

inequalities providing uniform bounds as claimed. The third term on the right in (5.27) can be handled in a
similar manner, whence we conclude by (5.31), (5.32), and the Dominated-Convergence Theorem that (5.20)
is indeed correct. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 1

Proof of Theorem 5.2: Fix uw E ; corresponding to this choice, set

U,(t) := ue-iwt  for each t E R,
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to get an element U, of C0(R; H 2) with the properties A, U"(t)+o0 w 2 U (t) = 0, T"° U,(t)] = 0, and
Uw(t)lr+ • n+ = 0 for each t E R; obviously, any one of the derivatives of U, say, U.', possesses the same
properties. Consequently, the equality

{U;(s). AIU(S) - U(S) . A*, v'(9)} dA3

= j {UL(s)Ir. T--°[U(s)] - U(s)Ir. Tfl°[U,(s)]} dAro,

holding for each s E R and resulting from two applications of (2.9), leads to

/, {U"(s) U',((s U) -U;(s)} dA3

= iwe"I' { j T0 (s)-ilJrpdAro + Fo(s) .IdA 3 } for each s E R, (5.34)

in view of (5.8) and (5.9). We note here that the function T+ need be considered no further. By using (5.6)
and (5.10), in particular, by computing U"(s) from the latter equality as U?"(s) -w2ue -iw for each s E R,

a first application of (5.34) yields

Lo
ef {U,"(8) + W2 UI(S)} *UV,(s) dA3

= iWe'W {j T(s) " .i rodAro+ o F'(s) "iiwdAa}

+iw{j t,., iL~ dAr.+j f,(s) .tiidA} for each s ER.

Directly from the latter equality, (5.12) results by employing the conditions of transience (5.7) and (5.11)
(for j = 0 and 2), the vanishing of u- Ir+ n+, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

For the proof of (5.13), we return to (5.34). By noting that

Ulf. u., + 2u .u., = (u' .')' + W2 (U.u)

holds by virtue of the relation U" = -w 2U and again using (5.6), but now taking into account (5.12), we
are led this time from (5.34) to

eo/n (U'Ul +w 2 U" U)'(s)dA.3 = iwe- {jf T°(s)"Uw[r° dAr° + j F'(s) .!, dA3 }

for each s E R.

Choose any t > 0 and integrate this equality over (0, t); applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and

accounting for the continuity of the functions s -- IIU()(s)IHO serve to verify that Fubini's Theorem can

be invoked to justify reversing the order of integration in the resultant left-hand side. By recalling that

U(0) = U'(0) = 0 and using (5.10) to replace the appearance of U and U', we come to

2&,w2  u* itdA 3 +0 Qo ( U"'(') . U(t) + W2 UT*(t) . U.(t)}I dA3

iW I e'-WI To(s) .iJrdAro+ o F'(s)'u dA3 ds,
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holding then for each t > 0. Appealing to (5.11), this time for j = 0 and 1, we see that the second term on
the left here has the limit 0 as t -- oo. Thus, the limit of the integral on the right exists, and (5.13) results
upon letting t --+ oo. I

Finally, supposing that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 remain in force, we remark that it is easy to
identify additional conditions on U' under which u satisfies (1.24). For example, suppose that UT(t) E H 2

for each t E R and limt-oo IIUT(t)Iji2 = 0. Then u must lie in H 2 and (5.8) will give, with the limits being

taken in the norm of H0 ,

lir t-A* ,U T (t) + eoUTI"(t)} - - lim ei t Fr(t) +fo,

t 00AA t-00

whence (1.24) follows. Similarly, one can formulate reasonable conditions of this sort on the functions U, (D,
To, F0 , $ ', and on the summands in their forms assumed in §1, under which (1.18), (1.25), and (1.26) are
consequences of (1.7), (1.13), and (1.14), respectively.
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Appendix

AUXILIARY RESULTS

We have collected here the formulations and fairly detailed proofs of two statements that are used in

the proof of Theorem 5.1.

The first result provides an integral representation for sufficiently regular and (for simplicity) initially
quiescent solutions of the so-called damped-wave equation (1.10) or (5.1) in the exterior of a cylinder in
space-time. The representation coincides with that resulting from the use of Green's Theorem in conjunction
with a causal fundamental solution (in the distributional sense) for the hyperbolic operator involved (cf.,

e.g., Ref. A. 1), and reduces to the classical Kirchhoff expression (cf., e.g., Ref. A.2) in the case of the ordinary
wave equation. A full and precise statement of the representation does not seem to be readily available, and
so we have chosen to outline here the main points in a derivation; the present proof does not employ the
theory of distributions but is more in the spirit of "elliptic" reasoning, essentially consisting in an extension

of the development of the Kirchhoff result as presented in Ref. A.2. Actually, we shall consider a more general
hyperbolic operator, since but little additional work is thereby required.

It is convenient to introduce some notation, to prepare for the statement and proof of the first Lemma.

When x E R 3 , let the corresponding distance-function r. on R3 be defined by

r.(y) := [y - x foryER 3 .

Suppose that T is a complex function defined on a cylinder F x R, for some F C R. With %F, c > 0, and
any chosen x E R 3 and t E R, we associate a function defined on F, denoted by [I](xI) F , C and termed
the (c-)retardation of * with respect to (x, t), according to the rule

[( ( : y,t - Irx(y)) for each y E F.

Recall our convention of §1: for an appropriate complex function * defined in Q+ x R, by %,.+ we mean the
function on r+ x R obtained by taking the spatial normal derivative at fixed values of the fourth argument.
That is, *,n+(.,t) := F(.,t),n+ on r+ for t E R. We shall write Ba(x) := {y E R 3 I lY - x( < a } for the
open ball in R 3 of radius a > 0 and centered at x E R3 . Finally, we use the standard notation 1,, for the
modified Bessel function of the first kind and order v; cf. the definition in Eq. (5.7.1) of Ref. A.3.

Lemma A.1. Let the open set Q+ in R 3 be connected and the complement of the closure of a bounded
connected Lipschitz domain; write F+ := (90+, and let n+ denote the unit-normal field that is defined at all
appropriate points of r+ and "directed into 9.." Suppose that c is a real positive number, while -o and 7y

are complex. Let - E C 2 (Q+ x R) satisfy

-A o+L-$+ L, + -t,44 -0, in Q+ x R, (A.1)

and vanish in Q+ x (-o, 0):

(4(., t) = 0 in Q+ for t < 0. (A.2)
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Then -t has the representation given by

e- - . (,,4]{r.,, )
<4(X, t)= !j {elfc)'n4].xt) -(err/c 8C2 -- (eYr/crxn AIn Xt

e rx

L, e-YJt-T)l2)2 r
21 2 J2 _

+-I(rx),nf ((t - r)2 - Ir2) (P(., i)} dr} dAr+,

for x E Q+ and t E R, (A.3)

wherein
- 47o, (A.4)

and V/' denotes a selected square root off, corresponding to which the function fC : R\ {0) - C is defined
by 0 if X < 0 (A.5)

fA :W I, (V 'x 212)1x 1 if X >0

(so that fo is the zero-function).

Proof: A preliminary transformation serves to simplify the form of the underlying partial differential equation:
specifically, setting

*(y, s) := D(y, s)01 1 2  for yE Q + and s ER, (A.6)

we get a function 'P E C 2(Q+ x R), vanishing in Q+ x (-oo, 0) and satisfying, with defined as in (A.4),

- _-_4c2  + c ,44 =0, in Q+ x R, (A.7)

as one can readily check. In the remainder of the proof, let x be fixed in Q+; until further notice, let t be fixed
and positive. Then [ aI'](xt) and are defined in Q+ and lie in C(?i+), while the supports of ['I](X.,)

and ['P,4](xt) are compact in ?i+, in fact, are contained in the closure of the set Q2+ n B,,(x), since ['](xi)(Y)
and [',4](,t)(Y) vanish when t - (1/c)rx(y) < 0. Further, from the chain-rule computations yielding

(,, ) ,(xt)(Y) - Irx,j(Y)M',4](X,t)(Y) for y E fQ+ \ {x), j = 1,2, 3,

and the furthpr expressions giving ['I](it),k and [',4](Xt),, in Q \ {x} for j, k = 1, 2, 3, it is apparent that

[*](xt and ['A4 ](x,) may fail to have partial derivatives at x, but their restrictions to Q+ \ {x} do lie in

C2(?j+ \ {x}) and C1(?!+ \ {x}), respectively, with their first partial derivatives remaining bounded in that
set. A bit of computation, along with an appeal to the obvious fact that the retardation with respect to

(x, t) of the function appearing on the left in (A.7) vanishes throughout f2+, will verify that the Laplacian
of ['I](xt) satisfies (cf. Ref. A.2, for the case 0)

j in Q+ \ Jx. (A.8)
rxcl .rx I J If) 4 c2 /r.

For the moment, let f denote a complex function defined in PR \ {0), with f(s) = 0 for s < 0 and

the restriction fl(0, oo) E C2 ([0, o)); we shall presently choose f judiciously. With f, x, t, and any 'P E

C(Q2+ x R), we associate the function {f * 1}(,,) : 'Q+ C according to

{f.'}(xt)(y) := J Y) ((t - )- - r (Y)) _(y, r)dr for yE S2+.
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The argument of f appearing here is

(t_ ) 2 ( ,-k(y))- rj I (t + 'r(,,)-
which is positive when 0 < 7 < t- rx(y)/c and negative when t- rx(y)/c < 7 < 0. In particular, {f*W}(1~)
vanishes outside the set Q+ n Bte(x), since f(s) = 0 for s < 0; actually, the values of f for negative values of

its argument will be irrelevant for us, since we shall be interested exclusively in the cases when 'I is either 'k
or %,j, each of which vanishes in Q+ x (-oo, 0). The regularity properties of {f * can be discerned a
bit more easily by making a change of variable: setting, for definiteness, f(0) := f(0+) := lim, 0 + f(s), we

can write

{f*

(t - !rx(y)) fif ((t - !rx(y)) (l - s) ((t + rx(y)) -t - r(y)) s)) V (y, (t - !rx(y)) ) ds

whenever y E Q?+ (by first supposing that t - rx(y)/c $ 0, and then noting that the result is true also when

t - rx(y)/c = 0). From the latter form, it is a simple matter to check that {f *}(xi) is in C(2+), and,

moreover, that the functions {f*4}(xt) and {f*( I,)}(x.) of particular interest are at least in C 2 ( \ {x})
and C' (?Y+ \ {x)), respectively, with their first partial derivatives bounded in Q+ \ {x}. The only difficulty
at all lies in examining the behavior of these functions near x and F+ and on the set Q+ n Bet (x). Consider,
for example, {f*I}(x,): from the second form, it is easily seen that the first partial derivatives of {f*}(x.)
exist and equal zero at any y E Q+ with t - rx(y)/c = 0, owing to the regularity hypothesized for f and
T and the vanishing of TI in Q+ x (-oo,0). At a point y E Q+, y $ x, and contained in the ball Bet(x),
the usual formula for differentiation of a parameter-dependent integral can be applied to compute the first
partial derivatives of {f * '}(x,t). Upon doing so, an inspection shows that the resultant expression vanishes
outside Bct(x), and so is valid in all of Q+ \ {x}; that is, we have

{f * I}(xt),j(Y) = -lf(0+)rx,j(y)[Il](x t)(Y)

C

T-)- -- Ir ( ) ,y

±jt~~r~~(Y) {f ((2 2 (Y) - r(r),Iy~

for y E Q-+ \ {x}. (A.9)

Directly from (A.9), it is obvious that the first partial derivatives of {f*$}(x,t) can be extended continuously

to all points of r+ and are bounded in Q+ \ {x}. The second partial derivatives of {f*'*'}(x,t) can be shown
to be in C(n+ \ {x}) (but not necessarily bounded there) in a similar manner, starting from (A.9). The
study of the first derivatives of {f. (*I,j)}(xt) is entirely analogous.

Now, by using (A.7) and the vanishing of *I in Q + x (-oo,0), an elementary, albeit rather tedious,
computation reveals that the Laplacian of {f *}(x.,t) in Q.+ \ {x} satisfies
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{f * t}( 1 t), jj(y) - 2{f *(*,j)}(x,,),j(Y)

- f(0+) -- y [](x,y)
c rx,(Y)

4 Jo'-' (Y){ ((t- r)27- 2 rr2(y))" Tr)2- -r(Y))

+2f' (t _ 7-)2  rj7 ',yJJ 16 (t _-) r 2i'(y) jFI(y, r) di-,

for y E Q+ \ {x}. (A.10)

Evidently, we should select f 1(0, oo) in such a way that this restriction lies in C 2 ([0, oo)) and the bracketed

factor in the integrand on the right in (A.10) vanishes for 0 < r < t - rx(y)/c, for each y E Q2+ n Bct(x);

since (t - r)2 - r2(y)/C2 is positive for all such r and y, we demand that

sf"(s) + 2f'(s) - -f(s) = 0 for all s > 0.
4

It follows that we must take f 1(0, oo) to be given by a multiple of ft, wherein

ft(S) 1(V /) for s > 0, (A.ll)

8z

with Vf ' indicating a fixed choice of square root of (in which case we shall even have f1(0, oo) E

Co ([0, oo))). For a reason that will become apparent shortly, we choose the multiple so that f(0+) = Q/8c;
since we find ft(O+) = VA'/4 from (A.ll), this requires that we take

f(s) := ft (s) for s > 0.

Now, with f so specified, (A.1O) gives

If ,t ),J j= 2 {f *(',j)}(x),j - (c) [¢]x, in Q+ \ {x};

combining this with (A.8), we come to

1{f 2 1x}(x,t),jj=-- -rx,jI', 4 (x) ,j - 2{f * (',j)}(xt),j, in + \ {x}. (A.12)

Now let the positive number R be greater than ct and so large that the ball BR(X) contains R 3 \ +; for

all sufficiently small positive c, denote by q R,, the bounded open set {Q+ n BR(x)} \ B,(x), with boundary
0+R=+ Uc9BR(x)U69B,(x). For any such c, according to the preparation laid down in the discussions of

the regularity properties of['](xt), ['I,4](x,t), {f*'}x,, and {f*(I,,)}(xg), we can apply Green's Theorem

to each of the terms in the integral of the left-hand side of (A. 12) over f2' (recognizing that the Laplacians of

both the function 1/rx and the function having everywhere the value 1 vanish in t+ ), while simultaneously

using the Divergence Theorem to transform each of the terms in the integral of the right-hand side over the

same open set. By proceeding in this manner and using the support properties of the integrands along with

the condition t - R/c < 0 to conclude that all resultant integrals taken over the portion OBR(X) of (9Q+

must vanish, we get (with n+j, j = 1, 2, 3, denoting the Cartesian components of n+)
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4 { ( ) n+ (f }'n' I a+ * }
-~ ~ ~ ' r.((x' ), - {.I}(c)i f ~B~

= j, {( ['](x,,j - {f*P}(xt),i} dA3

= j., {- (!r-,j 1[,4(.,t)) - 2{f * (*,j)}(.,,) },j dA3

= 24 {( -) r_,_-+[T,4 ](.,,) + {f* (*,j)}(xt)n+j} d\r+

+2J { (--) [*,41(x,,) + {f* (')}(.,t).,t, } dA.(x),
aB.(.) I(r

so, noting that

[T,n+]( j - [T'(' *,,n+ + 1rxf+[I"4](X,)1r+' on r+,

we have
fOB x) ((1)[T](x,t)'j r.'j- + i [411(.,t)- I{f * *J}(x,t),j rx,j

LOBx) r.(~ r2+
+ (s2) ['T,4](x,t) + 2{f * (*l,)}(x,t)rx,,} dA.B,(x)

- r+ [*F [~ ~ ](x,t f~~(~) + \ )rx,fl+[144~~

+ 2{f * (*,j)}(xt)n+j - {f *T}(x,t), n+} dAr.+. (A.13)

The expression on the left in (A. 13) is consequently independent of the sufficiently small positive e; its limit
for c - 0+ is easily proven to be 47rTI(x,t), by noting that the first partial derivatives of rx, ['](ii), and
If * AV)(,t) are bounded in 0 + \ {x}, appealing to the continuity of [ 1](x), [*'4](x,t), and {f (,j)}(X,t) in
f2+, and observing that [I](x,t)(x) 'I'(x,t). Thus, by inserting the definition of {f *(I,)}(xt) and using
(A.9), from (A.13) we derive the equality

+

fi-~rxrx

f c C( t _ ) 2  r _

+-1(r2),nfl ((t - r)2- r2 *(.,r)} dr} dAr+. (A.14)

Upon using (A.6) to replace each appearance of * in (A.14) by the appropriate expression involving $P, it is
a siipl, matter to verify that (A.3) results after some rearrangement. Finally, we have assumed here that
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t > 0, but it is obvious that (A.3) holds for t < 0, as well, since the expression on the right in that equality
vanishes for any such t. I

Next, we turn to the explicit evaluation of an integral of Sonine-Gegenbauer type, for which it is first
necessary to interject some remarks about complex algebra. With Log(.) denoting the principal branch of
the logarithm-function, given as usual by

Log( := InI(J +iarg( for( 0,

wherein In x is the natural logarithm of the positive number x and arg C E (-7r, 7r] indicates the principal
argument of the complex number 5 4 0, throughout ( i-f ( signifies the principal branch of the general

power function:

' := exp(aLog() exp(aln I(j + iaarg() for ( E C, ( 4 0, and a E C.

When a = 1/2, we may write /(- in place of C'. Then we have the following rules of calculation:

(al(02 = CCV+I 2  and C-ce 1/( ce

but, if a 0,

~~2a= j and ((1/(2)a - cj1/2 iff 7r < arg 1 + arg( 2 <7r;

moreover, in general we have only

in which n((, a) denotes the unique integer such that

arg(e i l m (
aLo

g )) - Im (aLog() + 2n((, a)7r.

Consequently, if /3 : 0, then

((a)3 = ('3 iff -r < Imaln I(I + Reaarg< 7r.

For example, the equality ((')1 - (' holds if both ( and a are real or if only a is real and -1 < a _ 1.
Later, we shall employ these facts without explicit mention.

Now, with KC denoting Macdonald's function of order , J, the Bessel function of the first kind and
order v, and z, a, and /3 complex numbers, let us formally set

a,O; ,v) [100 lK(zV/-2 + a 2 ) J,,(13X)XV+ dx. (A.15)
+ a2)

The standard works provide an explicit evaluation of 1(z ja,/3; , v) for z and /3 real and positive, a complex
with its principal argument arga restricted by I argal < 7r/ 2 , and and v complex, with Rev > -i1 under
these conditions,

t(z Ia, 0; ,v) = I ) K_,_(aVFz2 +/32), (A.16)

as shown, e.g., by Watson [A.4, p. 416, Eq. 13.47(2)]. However, our interest necessarily lies in evaluating
I(zIa, 3; , v) for certain nonreal values of z and /3, although only for a real and positive. Watson (loc. cit.)
notes merely that (A.16) is valid for complex z and /3 "with certain limitations," while Erddlyi cl al. [A.5,
p. 94, Eq. 7.14.2(46)] provide the formula with no indication of the restrictions on z and /3. Evidently, the
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evaluation has not been carried out for values of the parameters pertinent to our setting, and so we extend
the reasoning of Refs. A.3 or A.4 to develop the required result in

Lemma A.2. Let and v be complex, with Rev > -1. Let a be real and nonzero, and suppose that 3 is a
nonzero complex number with arg 03 7 ir. Introduce the half-plane C+ C C by

C+ :={zE C IRez> Im31}.

(i) The integral appearing on the right in (A.15) exists for each z E C+; the resultant function 1( a, /; , v)
is analytic in C+ and is given by

7(z Ia, 0; V)= -+ KC -_.(jav VT2 ) for Rez > IIm/3(. (A.17)

(ii) Suppose it also true that Re( - i,- 1) > 0. Then the integral on the right in (A.15) exists for each
nonzero z lying on the boundary of C+, i.e., for z # 0 and Rez = jIm3I (which is all of the boundary
of C+ unless Im 3 = 0); moreover, in this case, the resultant values provide a continuous extension of
the function Z( - I a,/3; t, P) to such boundary points, so that

K(z a ,(3x)x.+l dx = lim Kf_,,_r(naV( )

1 0 + a(EC +

for Re z = jIm3 and z 3 0. (A.18)

Explicitly, (A.18) appears as

dx ov (V 7 3) V KC_,_(Ia(~z/'+T) if z2 +32s#01 z+a2 _2_2F( - v- i) if z2 + /32 = 0

for Im13 #0 and Rez = IIm/3I, (A.19)

and

lai ,] gf-.- (lalv/' #- b2 ) if lJb[ <  3

Kf(zVfX2 +a 2
) J d = f (2) 2fV-1 Ki(±ijaIr/ 73)

( + a')
if IbI > /3 and b'0

(±2i)c _va2 _2i_2r( - v - 1) if b = ±13

for # real and positive, and z = ib with b real and nonzero. (A.20)
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Before giving the proof, we remark that we need only the result given in (A.19), for Im03 $ 0, in the
proof of Theorem 5.1. The form of (A.18) for the case in which 3 is real and positive and z = ib, with b
real and nonzero, appearing here as (A.20), has been presented only for the sake of completeness. If desired,
(A.20) can be recast into a form involving the Hankel functions of the first and second kinds rather than the
Macdonald functions, by using the familiar relations between these functions given in Ref. A.3, Eqs. (5.7.5)
and (5.7.6); in this manner, one can derive, e.g., the formula to be found in Ref. A.5, p. 94, Eq. 7.14.2(48).

Proof: We begin by studying the z-dependence of the convergence properties of the integral appearing in
(A.15), with the remaining parameters fixed and restricted as in the hypotheses. Throughout, it is to be
understood that z takes only real values, while cl, c2, etc., indicate positive numbers that may change
from estimate to estimate, and may depend upon the secondary parameters in a given setting, but shall be
constant with respect to the primary variable(s); we may indicate the explicit dependence of one or more of
these numbers upon certain of the secondary parameters.

First, the restriction Re v > -1 ensures that the integrand in (A.15) is sufficiently well-behaved in the
neighborhood of the lower limit. For, given any positive M, from the expansion of Jj(,) in ascending powers
of C we have an inequality

IJ.(()l < Cl(M)ClRe" for 0< K!: iD0M and jarg(j < 7r,

so that, if also 0 < 61 < 62, there exists a c2(M, 6i,6 2 ) such that

KC (zz + 2 ) J,(3x)x'+l :C 2 (M, ) ,)2Reu+l( Vr ¥ .< c(M 2,-z~ v

for 0< x < M, 0< 61 _ IzI < 62, and jargzl < r, (A.21)

since it is easy to check that Kt is bounded in any slit annulus { z E C 10 < 63 < Iz __ 64, I argl < r }.

Turning to the examination of the integrand in (A.15) for large values of x, we recall the asymptotic
formulas

K(() = e 1+O as 1--"oo with I arg(I < r - b0 (A.22)

(Ref. A.3, Eq. (5.11.9)) and
F2t U- (2j,+l1)7r) + i11 (1

Jd'A. (20 elm as 1 -- co with [arg(I 7r-bo (A.23)

(following from Ref. A.3, Eq. (5.11.6)), wherein 60 is fixed in (0, 7r), from which it is clear that, given any
positive 61, there can be found corresponding positive numbers c1 , c2 , and M'(61) such that

e-(Re ,/

IK(zvz 2 + a 2)1 < cl (X + a2) 1 for x > M'(61) and 0 < b, )zj with I argzl 7r-6 0  (A.24)

and
elm 1x

IJ.(X)l ___ c2 I for x > M'(6 1), (A.25)

the latter inequality following since cos ( and sin ( are always majorized in modulus by elim 0. Consequently,
for x and z as in (A.24),

K( eRe z),+-2 ellm I1 XRev+1a+ J (,3x)x'+l <c3
(f2 +a - (2 + a2) X2 (X2 + a2)

< C~-Re(t-)-Re z( x-+-
2

-x1e
-

(Re 
z

-lim 01)r
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which gives an estimate companion to (A.21),

Ke(z 2 + a 2 ) (1 <

for x >_ M'(61 ) and 0 < 6 _< IzI with Rez >_ 0. (A.26)

Now suppose that z E C+, i.e., that Rez > Im/#I: then, recalling that Rev > -1, so 2Rev + 1 > -1,
inequalities (A.21) and (A.26) show first that the integrand appearing in (A.15) is in LI(0,oo), whence
I(z Ia,f/; , v) is defined. Selecting any z0 E C- and applying (A.21) and (A.26) a second time, it is clear
that the modulus of the integrand in (A.15) is majorized by a nonnegative function in L1 (0, oo), uniformly
for all z lying in a closed disc contained in C" and centered at z0; since the function z '-b Kt(zvf_ +a 2)

is continuous (even analytic) in C, for fixed x, Lebesgue's Dominated-Convergence Theorem implies that
(. j a,/3; , v) is continuous at z0, and so also in all of C'. Moreover, the same estimates imply that,

whenever C is a closed rectifiable path lying in C0, so that Izi and Rez - IImfl are uniformly bounded
below by a positive number for all z on C, Fubini's Theorem can be applied to reverse the order of integration
in fc I(z I a, fl; , v) dz, whence Cauchy's Theorem shows that the integral vanishes, and so 1(. a,/3; , v) is
analytic in C+, by Morera's Theorem. This proves the first two assertions of (i).

In this paragraph, let Re( - v) > 1 hold (as well as Rev > -1), and suppose that Rez = IIm/3I.
Returning to (A.21) and (A.26), it is evident that the integrand in (A.15) is in this case still in Li(0,oo)
when Imr # 0 (so that z 0 0), but when Im/# = 0 we must stipulate that z 0 0 to obtain the same inclusion.
Thus, Z(. Ia, 0; , v) is now defined by (A.15) at all nonzero boundary points of C+. Let us show at this

point that X(. I a,f/; , v) is continuous in C \ {0}, in particular, that the same strategy employed to prove
the continuity in C+ also serves to verify that

Vf .... 0, 2 +a2
JOO a ()x'' dx = lim J0 (C J,(#x)Xz'+' dx

f0__ (1x 2 + a 2) vx+
(EC+\{o1

for Rez= Im/i and z $0 when Re( - v- i) > 0. (A.27)

For this, let the nonzero z be fixed, with Re z = Ilm,61: obviously, as C approaches z while remaining in
C+ \ {0}, the integrand on the right in (A.27) approaches that appearing on the left, for each positive x.
Further, we again appeal to (A.21) and (A.26), this time to conclude that there exists a nonnegative element
of L, (0, oo) that majorizes the modulus of the integrand on the right in (A.27), uniformly for all C lying in the
intersection of with a closed disc centered at z and of radius sufficiently small to exclude the origin. Thus,
the Dominated-Convergence Theorem can be applied again, establishing (A.27). Now the second sentence of
(ii) has been proven except for the equality in (A.18), which shall follow immediately once (A.17) has been
shown to be correct.

Returning to the general case, as a preliminary to proving (A.17) (as well as (A.19) and (A.20)), let us
review the properties of the function defined by the expression appearing on the right in that equality. Let
Do be the subset of C defined by

D :={zEC Iarg(z2 +# 2 )= 1r}U{i,-i/3} = {zEC IRe(z 2 +# 2 ) _ 0 and Im(z 2 + 0 2 )=0};

then Do is closed, and z -4 Vz +02 is analytic in C \ D# (recall that V(/? denotes the principal branch
of the square-root function, analytic in the plane cut by removal of the nonpositive points on the real axis).
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Now, the set D# is found as the collection of all z = x + iy (z, y E R) lying in the closed set described by
the inequality

x2 _ y2 < (Ira#) 2 -(Re/3)2

and on the hyperbola determined by the condition

xy = -Re/3 Im/3

(which degenerates to coincide with the real and imaginary axes when Re/3 Im3 = 0). Thus, when Im/3 = 0,
so that /3 is real and positive, Dp lies on the imaginary axis (just the boundary of C+ in that case), comprising
those points ib with IbI > /3; if Im/3 # 0, D,9 is contained within the closed strip { z I IRez[ < IIm/3 1} and
meets the boundary of that strip only at the two points ±i/3, while touching the boundary of C+ at a single
point (viz., -i/3 if Im3 > 0, i3 if Im#3 < 0). In either case, we find that C" C C \ DO. Consequently, the
restriction to C+" of the function z F-* Vz 2 + /32 is analytic throughout C+, and it is easy to see that the

restriction can be extended by continuity to all of C,; in fact, if Im/3 0 0, the values of the continuous
extension are again given simply by (-.)2 +32, while for Im/3 = 0 these values are found to be, recalling
that then /3 is assumed positive, and writing z = ib, with b real,

V /3 _ 2  if JbI: <3

iV62 -32 if b > 3 (A.28)

-iVW- if b.<-'0.

Next, since Kt-,- is analytic in the open set obtained by deleting from C the nonpositive portion of the
real axis, while Viz' +)32 # 0 and I arg Xz +/-T21 < 7r/2 for z E C \ D3 , by setting

=_~ ~ ~ -z ,/; =( -V-1

(z) =- (z I a,)3; ,lal ) Kv-.i(alv +)32) for z E C \ Da,

we obtain a function analytic in C \ Do. Moreover, from what has been said, the restriction K+ := KICk"
is analytic in C+ and can be extended continuously to all points of the boundary of C+ with the possible
exception of those z on the boundary at which z 2 + 32 = 0 (there being one such point if Im3 # 0, two
if Im/3 = 0). The value of the continuous extension of K+ at a point z on the boundary with z 2 + )32 # 0
is just K(z) when Il/3 # 0, and in the contrary case when Im3 = 0 can be easily written down by use of
the values supplied in (A.28) for the continuous extension of the restriction of ( '- V( +/32 to C +. Now,
if ReX > 0 it is easy to check, by using the definition and series expansions for K. (cf., e.g., Ref. A.3, §5.7)
that

lim cXK,(C) = 2X-lr(x),
larg ' <,r

and so
2 v-2urn K(zra,/3;-,v)- 2 _2 _2 l(-v- l) when Re( -L- 1) >0 (A.29)

zEC\Do

(of course, with r denoting the Gamma function). Thus, when Re( -V - 1) > 0 we conclude that K+ can
be extended by continuity to all of C+, the value of the extension at the point (if lmg # 0) or points (if
Tm /3 = 0) z of the boundary at which z2 +/32 vanishes being found from (A.29). Finally, the modifications in
these statements necessary to describe the properties of the function z '-- (/3/zt)K+(z a, 3; , v), z E CO'
are obvious; in particular, the origin must be excluded from the boundary points of extended-continuity of
the latter function if Im/3 = 0 and Re > 0. In fact, when Re( - v - 1) > 0, we do have Re > 0 (since
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Re v > -1), and we find that the values of the continuous extension of this function to the nonzero points
of the boundary of C+ are given by the expressions appearing on the right-hand sides of (A. 19) and (A.20),
in the respective cases Im# 6 0 and Im/= 0.

According to what has been shown, to establish (A.17) it is sufficient to derive the equality for, say, z
real and greater than Im/tJ; actually, we shall suppose that z lies in the larger set C+ + C C+ specified by

C+" := { I Re(C 2) > (Im13) 2 and ReC >01

and prove that Y(z la,f, v) is then given by (/P'/zf)X(z a,3;f,v ). For this, we require the evaluation of
two auxiliary integrals. First, from Ref. A.6, p. 146, Eq. (29), we have

e-i-1dr=2 _j.f,, 1 K for ReC, >0, ReG2 >0, and E C. (A.30)

Also, in Ref. A.4, p. 394, Eq. 13.3(4), we find

vJ( 0 d = ve- 1(4C2) for C, :0 0, ReC2 > 0, and Rev > -1. (A.31)(2C2),+1

Select and fix any z E C++ . Then we can apply (A.30) with (1 = 1, (2 - z 2 (X2 + a2 ) (for x E R), and

= - -to get (by recalling that KC = KC and noting that ,/z = z, (z 2(z 2 + a2)) 1/ 2 = zVX+a, and

(z 2 (z 2 + a2)/4) - /2 = 24 /(z ( z2 -a2)) hold because Rez > 0)

KeZ - 2 = Z(: 2 +41)E j eT&3(ff+a)/(4r))r~f- d'rgz E2 + a)= 2f+' OC

and so

T(zI a, 0; 4,v') = -{ J(x)a'Jodx

= Ze je 2 rI4)Jfxz~ x ~(33(T)~ r (A-32)

in which we have used Fubini's Theorem to reverse the order of integration, a step that we shall justify
presently. We apply (A.31) for the evaluation of the inner integral in (A.32) for each positive r (a computation
that is permissible because here Re (z 2 ) > 0 and Re v > -1) and obtain (2 "+1 I/z 2v+2)rv+lep 2 /z 2 , whence

T(z I a, fl; , a') = 2'-f" Z-2"-2 j e-((2+ 2 )/ 2 )"- (z2a2/(4T)) r"- dr. (A.33)

Now we observe that the inclusion z E C + ensures not only that z and z 2 have positive real parts but also
that the same is true of z2 +,3 2 and (z 2 +# 2 )/z 2 (and so each number has principal argument in (-ir/2, i/2)).
Indeed, we find

Re z 2 +,#2) = Re z 2) - (Ima) 2 + (Rei) 2 > 0,

and

Re (z2 +)2)= -1 {{Re(z2)+(Re)2) {Re(z2)_(Im3)2}+{Im(z2)+Re3IMi }2} >0

(note that the second of these inequalities provides an independent check on the existence of the integral in
(A.33)). This shows, firstly, that to evaluate the integral on the right-hand side of (A.33) it is permissible to
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apply (A.30) a second time by taking (I = (z 2 + ,6 2)/z 2 , (2 = z2 a 2, and = - + 1, and, secondly, that
the following computations are correct: (/2 = V +)62/z, / = ja~z, and

( 2 (- + /2= (a -2Z2 .4/2 )= _ _ _ ( z +1 24(,4 2 , 4-)2Zf 2 - al

In this manner, the equality in (A.17) clearly results from (A.33) and (A.30), and so the proof of (A.17)
is complete, modulo the demonstration that the second equality in (A.32) is correct. Taking up this latter
question, we first write

10"01000 (_2(2+.2 )/(4,))i_ 1J(3XyX'+11dr

=0 . { j0 e'(Re (2)(2!2+a2 )/(4))TRef - dr) I J"(3X)IX Re " dx

= 2 Ref+l 1 KRef ( Re(z 2 )(x 2 + a2))1J,(OX)IXR e + 1 dx, (A.34)
1 ( iRe(z2)(X2+ a2))Rel

having once more applied (A.30) to obtain the second equality here. To show that the nonnegative integrand
appearing in the final integral in (A.34) is in L1(0, oo), we return to (A.21) and (A.26), replacing there by
Re and z by , , to conclude that for any positive M there can be found c2(M) such that

KR( Re(Z2)(X2  a2  (x)xRev+l < c2 (M)x 2 R"+ for 0 < x < M, (A.35)

( Re(Z2)(X +a2)Ref

and that there exists a sufficiently large positive M' for which we have an estimate of the form

KRef( Re(z2 )(x2 + a2))g x) xR ev < c3X for x > M'. (A.36)

( Re(Z 2 )(X + a2))

Since z E C$+ , we have z - lIm,61 > 0, whence it follows from (A.35) and (A.36) that the final
integral in (A.34) is finite, and this justifies the application of Fubini's Theorem upon which the second
equality in (A.32) is based. This completes the proof of (A.17), and so also of (i).

Considering once more the case in which Re ( - v - 1) > 0, since the limiting relation (A.18) is
an immediate consequence of (A.17) and (A.27), now the explicit forms (A.19) and (A.20) of (A.18) in
the respective cases Imfl : 0 and Im/3 = 0 follow from our discussion of the properties of the function
z i-* (03"/zf)K+(zIa,13;,v), z E C+, in which we supplied the details necessary for checking that the
expressions on the right in (A.19) and (A.20) give the values of the continuous extension of this function to
the nonzero points of the boundary of C+. I
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